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WORKSHOP ON OVER AGED TRANSFORMERS
1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

GENERAL

Just like everything in this world, naturally including technical systems, transformers undergo an ageing
process until the lifetime strength (substance) is consumed. This does not mean that the system is
breaking down immediately, but it means that a reliable and secure service is not possible anymore. The
tricky problem with transformers is, that there is no direct indicator or instrument showing this lifetime
consumption. In the long term, all normal data controlled from DGA (Dissolved Gas in Oil Analysis) - the oil
data itself - shows no values outside of most applied limit values.
The above mentioned control values of DGA and Oil test were originally introduced for determining failures
in younger transformers. To understand the data as ageing indicators is a very new approach.
Nevertheless it is of extreme importance, because an aged Transformer showing failures in its test data is
a dead transformer! Understanding these data early enough means the necessary measures can be
applied, before the service and production of the plant, connected to this transformer, will be affected!
The aim of this workshop is to give the staff responsible for the maintenance and reliable service of their
plant the necessary tools to hand, to understand the information contained in their regular testing and
control correctly, and early enough, in order for them to interfere on time in a planned and smooth way,
without losing time and production, which means losing money in the long run!
The nightmare of every plant manager is an unplanned and unforeseen breakdown or stop in production.
In a power plant it may be a loss of energy delivery, which can easily reach the worth of the defective asset
in a period of a few days, in some productions like aluminium smelters the loss of a key transformer can
result in the loss of the whole production line.
The most important point understanding the ageing process of transformer, is that this process is not
linear! Many people are content and relaxed when the DGA or oil data give no indication of any failure.
They believe that nothing can happen and everything is going well. This can be completely wrong and the
production may break down without any warning. On the other hand, if the plant manager has these tools
to hand, he will be able to plan the necessary measures on a middle or even long term basis.

1.2
%
ppm
mg
mg
KOH/g/
KV/2.5mm

AGEING BEHAVIOUR

Residual substance

60%

BVD

Particles
Acidity

O2
H2O

Furanes
CO2

6years
Normal lifetime consumption
Phase A

%
ppm
mg
mg

Deterioration
of
residual
substance
after design
life
cycle
Phase B

Time axis

No useful
residual
substance left
Phase C
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A very rough estimation of the remaining life time can be taken and understand from the picture in the last
sheet:

1.3

THE 60/6 ESTIMATION

The meaning is, that with a 60% remaining substance remain only 6 years of reliable service!
The point behind is to show, in a impressive way, that the life time consumption is NOT linear!
To avoid unplanned and anticipated replacement costs this natural behaviour must be kept in mind!
1.4

LIFE TIME

The expression “Lifetime of transformers” is something very imprecise, since the life time of a transformer
depends on a lot of factors, and is therefore relative. We prefer to use “remaining lifetime strength” (or
“substance”), which can be defined and measured. It may be expressed in DP-value (depolimersation
value) This “Substance” can be consumed and/or conserved.
Nevertheless there are some typical lifetime values to be found in the literature:
Industrial Transformers (arc furnace, rectifier)
Generator transformer
Grid transformers

12-20 Years
20-25 Years
25-50 Years

Naturally these values do not rely on in individual cases and it is possible, using adequate measures, to
improve the lifetime even of mostly-consumed transformers by 5 -15 years, or on the other hand,
accelerate this consumption by applying extreme load and temperature cycles or other inadequate
measures.
1.5

PRESERVATION

The task is, finally, after understanding the ageing process, understanding the data collected to start a
planning for always keeping the asset Transformer in a reliable and well understood condition.
Together with the long term budgetary planning, the necessary measures for conservation and of course
later replacement must be introduced.
The preservation of the transformer substance means dealing with the ageing accelerators:
- Heat
- Oxygen
- Water
- Acidity
- Ageing products in Oil
1.6

MAINTENANCE PHILOSOPHIES

Maintenance Philosophies:
It is widely discussed, which maintenance philosophy is to be used and how the different systems must be
defined.
Preventive time based Maintenance
The asset (or product) will be changed on a fixed time schedule, the cycle will be normally fixed in order
that the end of life time will not be reached in service assuring, that the plant/Machine is always in full
operational condition.
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Advantages (theoretical): There will never any unplanned shut down, since all components will be always
inside of the limits of wear and tear. So never any loss of reliability, service or production will occur!
Practically no unplanned outages!
Disadvantages:
High costs, there is needed an adopted organisation to keep this system running.
In many cases even well working assets will be scrapped, because the time has elapsed.
Example: The calculated life time of a transformer is 30 years. After 30 years all transformers will be
replaced, so there are never problems. It is a fact that many transformers work perfectly after 30 years but
others may be due within 25 years.
Due to the regular “touching” of the assets, sometimes unnecessary failures will be provoked.
Example: In a refinery, they have hundreds of bigger motors. Originally they made a time based
maintenance with exchanging bearings, dismantling of the rotor etc. The system was high costly and
provoked a lot of failures due to not correct workmanship, wrong connections adjustments etc. After
stopping this scheme, the failure rate of the motors dropped dramatically. Now they are working with a
condition based system, mainly monitoring acoustics, on site vibration and temperature measurement.
Conclusion: A time based preventive maintenance philosophy cannot be the choice, due to too high costs
an often spoiling really working parts and endangering due to the frequent touching of the system without
necessity. Finally the balance of sustainability is bad.
Condition based Maintenance:
The condition of the asset must be monitored in order to know the actual condition and in case a condition
shows the need for correction, it is possible to interfere on time and planned, without having an undesired
break down. This means, that normally not will be waited till a condition is really defective, since due to the
regular monitoring the worsening of the trend will be recognized and a corrective action can be
implemented before a undesirable event will take place.
Advantages: Before an asset or material becomes defective or is dangerous for the reliability the
necessary measures can be taken; only really wearied parts have to be replaced and it is enough time for
corrective measures, before the asset breaks down.
The use of the asset can be optimized, because applying corrective measures before the asset has lost its
capability for correct function, will keep it working longer and delay its complete replacement.
Disadvantage: It must be made a sufficient monitoring and there must be exist the necessary expertise to
understand the condition and make a difference between really problemous conditions or not.
Conclusion: From the point of overall costs, this system is optimized, since the maintenance can be
minimized without loss of reliability. The fact, that with intelligent and consequently applied procedures the
full asset substance can be consumed gives to such a system also the enormous advantage, that the three
factors, which normally are seen as contradictionary
Reliability , Economy, Sustainability
will come perfectly together in a harmonic way.
Maintenance on event (on failure):
Advantage (Theoretical): The maintenance costs can be minimized, since only defective parts have to be
replaced, or there must be only reacted, if something fails. This system can work in case of assets or
functional parts, which did not interfere in the reliability of the whole system or enough redundancy is
available.
Disadvantages: The corrective costs of any failures are not calculable, since failures, which have impact
on the reliability of the whole system must be often corrected with high costs at undue times.
Sometimes collateral damages cannot be avoided and the complete costs are often much higher, than the
original cost for the damaged asset.
Since no condition is monitored, even conditions easily and with low costs to be corrected, will not verified
and finally lead to much bigger destruction.
Examples: In a power plant the synchronisation system reacted not always correct. Since this was not
monitored, this condition came not to knowledge of the maintenance crew. In an out of phase
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synchronisation the GSU transformer failed and the power plant had a outage of more, than six month. It
was found a little relay with contacts welded together. Total costs above 15 Mio Us $.
In a nuclear power plant the GSU Transformer has a failure and catches fire. It seems the overaged
condition of this transformer was neglected or at least not recognized. In this case apart of a daily loss of 1
MIO € and two years outage, a extreme collateral damage on the political field occurs, since on the one
hand the nuclear energy should be promoted and such events will destroy all this efforts in public.
Conclusion: It may be acceptable to react on any failed parts in case there is no impact to the whole
system and sufficient redundancy to cope with failure without taking any immediate special action
(Example: One fan in a cooling plant may fail without jeopardizing the complete transformer). In other
cases will be lost valuable asset facilities, because conditions, which would have corrected on time with
acceptable costs will lead to the loss of the complete asset in a premature condition, which is finally an
economic loss also. The worst problem are collateral damages, which exceed the worth of such a asset in
multiple way and reach often figures, which would pay out enormous maintenance efforts.

After this workshop the responsible staff should be able:
- To understand the condition of their transformers
- To apply the necessary measures in order to assure a reliable service
- To have the necessary well based arguments for necessary investments
- To keep their plant smoothly running with a minimum of undesired events.
We hope you enjoy it.
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GRID CONFIGURATION

HV/DC 850 kV

Gen step
up Tr
=

G

HV
AC/DC
coupler

=

HV AC/DC
coupler

HV/ 850 kV
Grid coupler
Tr 220500/850kV

Gen step
up Tr

Grid coupler
Tr 60150/850kV

G

HV/ 220-500 kV

Gen step
up Tr

Grid coupler
Tr 60/220500kV with
Tert. wdg

G

G
HV/ 60-150 kV

Direct
coupled
Generator

G

Grid coupler Tr
60-150/6-33kV
Grid coupler
Tr 60-150/LV

MV/ 6-33 kV

Distribution Tr 633kV/110-500V
LV /110-500 V
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GRID CONFIGURATION AND TRANSFORMERS
3.1

TRANSFORMER TYPES

THE ABOVE SCHEME SHOWS THE COMPLETE POSSIBLE ELECTRICAL GRID CONFIGURATION
AND THE DISTINCT LEVELS OF VOLTAGES USED.
1. Beginning from below we have the different Low voltages, in some countries 220/110 (USA)
240/130 or mostly used 400/230 (Europe
2. Middle Voltage level: normally between 6-33kV In some cases exist also a 2 or 3kV level. Typically
is used 10, 11, 13,8 (US) 20, 25 (Spain), 33 KV
Distribution Transformers: The connection is made by Transformer which vary from 25 kVA up to
2500 kVA, normally 3 phase in some countries by single phase units.
3. The third level is HV distribution typically for city feeder rings or similar application, The Voltages
are normally between 60-130 kV The transformers used for this HV/LV coupling substations are
between 10-45 MVA Rating
4. The fourth Level is long distance Transport by 230, 345, 400, 500, KV.
Power Transformers: There are used Grid couplers up to 1000 MVA, some times as
Autotransformers, often in single phase banks in case of transport problems of very big units. Sometimes a
three winding design is used for feeding of shunt reactors or MV grids, when it is convenient from the
network configuration.
5. In some cases a additional 750-850 KV level is installed for transport of Energy over long
distances
The power of Gridcouplers to the 220-500 kV levels normally between 500-1000 MVA.
6. In cases of very big areas and high power to transport a HV DC Network will be used, because of
reduced losses of such systems (south Africa, China)
7. On order to feed in the generated power of the power plants, generator step up transformers are
used.
Generator Step up transformers: 6-24kV/120-850kV/upm to 1000 MVA
8. For Industrial use i.e. electrolysis (Aluminium, Soda or other chemical products, arc furnace
transformers in Steel and metal industry.
Industrial transformers: The typical voltages are 15-33kV for such transformers, the ratings
between 15-120 MVA

3.2

DRY TYPE TRANSFORMERS

For distribution or industrial purpose dry type transformers are used, basically the active part of a liquid
filled transformer, without oil and tank. Since the distances in air are much higher; the dry type systems are
limited to max 33kV. The advantage is less fire hazard and no contamination problem of underground
water. The costs are higher, but the special prevention of oil spills, as for liquid filled transformers can be
saved.

Conventionally built dry type transformers are delivered with Insulation temperature Class up
to “H” and max Voltage of 10 kV and about 3 MVA
Cast Resin Transformers, where at least the HV-Winding is insulated with a resin, which is casted
under vacuum can be built up to 33 kV and about 30 MVA.
Typically are the dry type transformers built up to 2500kVA.

SF6 gas filled Transformers:
A special version of dry type transformers are SF 6 filled Transformers. Since that gas has similar insulation
properties as mineral oil, such transformers are used in megacity grids in Japan or China in order to enable
the easy and space saving installation of MV feeder substations. The design is based on a pressure tank
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filled with the gas and a normal active part, similar to a liquid filled transformer. The gas will be moved by
pumps and the heat of the transformer losses will be dissipated by SF6 to air coolers.
3.3

LIQUID FILLED TRANSFORMERS

The standards define liquid filled transformers as transformers, where for the insulation and the heat
transfer a liquid normally mineral oil, but also other liquids like silicon oil, synthetic or agricultural esters are
used.
The advantage of liquid filling is, that the insulation distances are verry reduced. In air the distance for
500kV to earth is about 5 m under oil 20 mm. Therefore is obvious, that bigger transformers can only
constructed as liquid filled.

4

TRANSFORMER DESIGN

The transformer design shows 8 components which should be highly considered:
1. Core
2. Windings
3. Tank
4. Internal/external cooling
5. Oil filling
6 .Electrical withstand
7. Temperatures
8. Short circuit withstand
9. General
BASIC BACKGROUNDS
4.1
CORE
There are two basic core designs available
1. Core type
Mostly used for transformers of every application
Advantages: Very flexible, control of dielectric strength relatively easy. Up to 5 leg design
2. Shell type
Used by Westinghouse (Patent) and Licensees
Advantages: high short circuit strength
Disadvantages: difficult to design dielectric strength, encumbering transportation height
CORE MATERIAL:
Today:
- Corn oriented cold rolled sheets
- High B-Class
- Laser cut
Up to about 2.2 Tesla nominal
Each material has specific losses at a determined induction.
No load losses and/or size of transformer can be influenced by core material.
Load losses are also indirectly influenced by core material
No Load Losses: The No load losses depend on the applied induction and the material. At a given core
size and the same induction the losses depend on the material.
Better material has lower losses, or maintaining the level of No Load Losses allows to use a smaller core
model. In case of limited transport dimensions this will be the solution to choose.
Indirectly the load losses are reduced also, because in a smaller core the copper wire length is reduced.
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Core Design depending of material and requirements:
Lower losses = lower noise means bigger core model with lower induction or
Load losses are influenced by better material at the same or even smaller size of core.

SIMPLE 3 LEG CORE FOR 3 PHASE TRANSFORMERS

Upper Yoke

Leg

Window

Lower Yoke
Connection
45° and interleaved

5 LEG CORE FOR 3 PHASE TRANSFORMERS REDUCED YOKE HEIGHT (1/3) FOR REDUCED
TRANSPORT HEIGHT

Upper Yoke

Leg

Window

Lower Yoke

Connection
45° and interleaved
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3 LEG CORE FOR 1 PHASE TRANSFORMERS STANDARD

Leg
Upper Yoke

Connection
45° and interleaved

Window

Lower Yoke

2 LEG CORE FOR 1 PHASE TRANSFORMERS TWO WINDINGS IN PARALLEL FOR REDUCING
SHORT CIRCUIT FORCES
4.1.1.1

Leg
Upper Yoke

Connection
45° and interleaved

Window

Lower Yoke

4 LEG CORE FOR 1 PHASE TRANSFORMERS TWO WINDINGS IN PARALLEL FOR REDUCING
SHORT CIRCUIT FORCES AND REDUCED HEIGHT

Leg
Upper Yoke

Connection
45° and interleaved

Window

Lower Yoke
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WINDINGS

1. Layer windings - up to 134 kV
Advantages: easy to produce and good short circuit strength, max. possible voltage limited
2. Disk windings - to the highest voltages
The windings will be set together to a winding block, up to six windings can form a winding block
WINDINGBLOCK, SHOWN THE HALF OF TE CONCENTRIC SYSTEM

Pressure
structure

Core

Low
voltage

Main
distance

Tertiary
Sec.
distances

High
voltage
main

High voltage big
step

High voltage fine
step

WINDINGS OBSERVATIONS
The main distance influences mainly the impedance. The system and position of the step windings can
influence the change of impedance over the steps. The main and secondary distances are also the cooling
channels, therefore, they must be carefully designed in order to achieve a suitable internal cooling. These
channels should not only be designed by dielectric calculation.

4.3

TANK

Tanks are normally of rigid design in order to be vacuum proof (apart of small distribution transformers) so
they allow filling and refilling under vacuum. Bigger transformers have tanks, which can form a bridge in a
railroad or road transport system, in order to use the complete possible space for transport. Bell type tanks
are not convenient, if minor repairs in upper parts of the active part are necessary, the complete oil
inventory must lowered.
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Auxiliaries:
- Sampling devices:
A set of three sampling cocks should be provided in order to achieve the actual values.
The sampling cocks should be equipped with ½‟ ‟ threaded connection, in order to connect directly devices
for measurement of water and gases with on- line systems in a reliable way.
The filter press connections should be accessible even under on load conditions in order to connect
devices in service without shut down of the transformer.
- Conservator:
Mainly there are two basic systems:
Open conservator with silica gel breather
Closed design with diaphragm or bag
New on the market“virtual” sealing systems

4.4

COOLING

INTERNAL COOLING
1. Internal natural cooling “ON”
The oil is moved by the thermosiphon effect trough the windings. A suitable temperature difference must
be achieved between upper and lower part. The difference is often about 15-25 K. The upper part of the
windings is ageing much faster, than the lower one, because the temperature is much higher.
Sometimes the oil flow seems badly controlled. Between cooling plant entrance and tank cover often a
temperature difference of 10K or more can be observed. In these cases a internal short circuit of cooling oil
must be assumed.
2. Internal forced cooling “OF”
The oil is moved by pumps trough the windings. With suitable oil flow control a low temperature difference
can be achieved between upper and lower part.
The temperature difference is mostly about 10 K
Sometimes the oil flow seems badly controlled. Often there is a temperature difference of 10K or more
between cooling plant entrance and tank cover. In these cases a internal short circuit of cooling oil must be
assumed.
EXTERNAL COOLING
1. External natural cooling “AN”
The air is moved by the thermosiphon effect trough the radiators surface. A suitable temperature difference
must be achieved between upper and lower part.
The temperature difference is mostly about 15-30 K.
2. External forced cooling “AF”
The air is moved by fans trough the radiators/cooling plants. A suitable temperature difference must be
achieved between upper and lower part. The difference is often about 15-25 K.
3. External forced water cooling “WF”
The water is moved by pumps trough the cooling plants. There are two cooler types available:
Single-layer-coolers. The oil and water is separated only by the tube walls. The oil pressure must
be higher, than the water pressure in order to avoid the entrance of water into the oil.
Double-layer-coolers. The oil and water is separated by the double tube walls. The oil pressure
can be lower, then the water pressure. This design is the best choice, since due to special effects
water can flow into the oil side in single layer coolers, even if the pressure is correctly designed.
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COOLING SYSTEMS
Depending of the kind of internal/external cooling the types are named as follows:
ONAN

=

Oil Natural Air Natural

ONAF

=

Oil Natural Air Forced

OFAF

=

Oil Directed Air Forced

ODAF

=

Oil Forced Air Forced

OFWF

=

Oil Forced Water Forced

ODWF

=

Oil Directed Water Forced

COOLING: DESIGNS OF RADIATOR PLANTS
The following sheet shows typical radiator designs, which can be found frequently. Especially the version
“2” seems doubtful, since a defined movement of the oil internally is not quite clear.
This design is often used in order to improve the oil movement in the radiators
Preferably a collecting tube as shown in “3” seems a better solution.

55°

1

2

3

45°

Main
tank

?
Radiator
Active
part

Collecting
tube

27°
Normal version often to be found

most chosen design
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FINDINGS ON DESIGN ON NEWER TRANSFORMERS REFERRING THE
AGEING BEHAVIOR

It can be observed, that most transformers of new construction are normally good designed concerning the
electrical data. The improved calculation by PC and sophisticated programs allow to optimize the design. It
is obvious, that the modern transformers are highly compact, which results in lower costs, even lower
losses, since due to the smaller core models and smaller core windows, less iron (No load losses) and
shorter copper ways are achieved (Load losses).
On the other hand a premature ageing syndrome can also be observed, that means fast increasing
acidity, water and CO/CO2 contents.

DGA Example of a
premature ageing
Date of sample
Sampl. location
total gas cont.
N2 Nitrogen
O2 Oxygen
CO2 Carbondioxid
CO carbonmonoxid
H2 Hydrogen
CH4 Methane
C2 H2 Ethin Acetylene
C2 H4 Ethan Ethylene
C2 H6 Ethan Ethan
C3 H6 Propen Propylene
C3 H8 Propane
Solution pressure
Oil Data
Water content
Tan delta
Acidity
El. strength (kV/2,5mm)
Furfurol detection

Transformer
installed 1999
10.05.2000 02.08.2001 24.09.2002 03.06.2003 16.04.2004
HK *oben* HK *oben* HK *oben* HK *oben* HK *oben*

81085
57560
20572
2674
253
5
5
<1
10
2
3
1
779

69511
61112
3023
4642
258
9
111
<1
37
198
25
96
710

66552
59563
715
4817
266
17
148
<1
53
597
49
327
686

79335
66235
6175
5137
265
33
127
1
62
711
80
509
789

30592
22879
5719
1380
60
19
9
0
13
104
71
338
296

11
1.4812
0.01
71
0.004

14

12

0.01
75
0.037

0.02
79
0.0952

17
1.4813
0.03
85
0.1039

14.1
1.481
0.04
72
0.028

The DGA history in the previous sheet shows clearly this PMS (Premature Ageing Syndrome)
All ageing indicators have an increasing tendency
- oxygen low = consume
- carbonoxides high = O2 consume
- C2…increasing
- C3…increasing
- Acidity
- Furfurol
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SOLUTIONS FOR ALREADY EXISTING TRANSFORMERS
Gas conditioning
Closed conservator design
Virtual closed design
FOR TRANSFORMERS TO BE PURCHASED: CHECK THE DESIGN!

5.1

OIL FILLING

General:
The standards are making a difference between „liquid filled“ and dry type transformers.
Liquids to be used:
- Mineral Oil
- Naphtenic type
- Paraphinic type
- Silicon Oil
- Esters
- Natural Esters
Mineral oil remains the first choice for power transformers, mainly due to costs and long term experience.
Silicon oil has big disadvantages, especially due to its special behaviour it is problems in respect of
tightness
Esters need special designs. The main application is for transformers in areas, where water can be
contaminated by mineral oil.
The oil must be filled after the transformer was under vacuum a suitable time (see transformer manual) the
oil should be degassed, dried and filtrated before filling. After filling and before connecting, the transformer
needs a certain time for setting down of the liquid, since the vacuum treated oil has not the full electrical
strength.
Caution: Never mix different insulating liquids (remember the PCB contamination mess)
Further details see the special presentation about insulation oils.

5.2

ELECTRICAL WITHSTAND

The electrical withstand in a transformer insulation system must be designed on the following base:
Type of insulation = Air (dry type Tr. or Bushings)
Insulation between any potential to earth
Insulation between the turns of winding

- Oil/paper (liquid filled transformers)

(tested - with the applied voltage test)
(tested - with the induced voltage test)

Transformers are a system of resistors, capacitors and inductions, which form a complex system of
resonance frequencies and possible oscillations.
Due to transient waves of lightning or switching impulses over voltages will be produced, which must be
managed by the insulation and the complete winding coordination in order to avoid the breakdown of the
electrical withstand. In some occasions, especially in case of tapping windings of regulator transformers,
some windings must be protected by incorporated surge arrestors.
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Typical
connection
scheme

HV
main

Fine step

Big step

LV

Bushings
Distance to
Earth

Tank
Core

Insulation
Between
Turns

Winding
Block
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Design background:
In liquid filled systems the hysteresis between start and stop potential for partial discharge is small, the
electrical strength recovers completely when returning to the nominal voltage. Therefore it is acceptable,
that under highest allowed potential a PD channel starts (naturally without break through)
Start of PD (120% RV)
Stop of PD (110% RV)
Rated voltage
PD stops above the rated voltage No damage

In solid insulated systems the hysteresis between start and stop potential for partial discharge is high.
Therefore it is not acceptable, that under highest allowed potential a PD channel starts, since the PD may
burn on at rated voltage.
Start of PD (120% RV)
Rated voltage
Stop of PD (90 % RV)
PD burns on at rated Voltage
PD stops only below the rated voltage damage probable

6

TEMPERATURES

Bushings
Cooling
Plant

Top oil
temp .

Hot
Spot ?

Vert /horiz
Cool Ch.

Middle
temp .

Entrance
Outlet
Temp .
Coolers

Tank

Core

Winding
Block

The following temperatures can be found in an oil filled transformer:
Hot Spot winding
max 115°C (IEC)
Middle winding

max 105°C (IEC)

OD cooling

max 110°C (IEC)
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Depending on cooling system and design the difference of top and bottom oil temperature varies between
10 to 30 K
The above given temperatures are based on the following average temperatures:
Monthly average of the hottest month 30°C
Yearly average
20°C
In case the ambient temperatures are different from the standard ones, a system to reduce the
temperature rise accordingly must be applied.
For water cooled transformers a cooling water temperature o 25 °C is standard. Otherwise a system to
reduce the temperature rise must be applied.
OVERLOAD CAPABILITIES:
If a transformer should be overloaded on the first step, it must be checked whether the Bushings and/or the
tap changer can take the current.
There exists a guide for overloading transformers and some m monitoring systems relay to that.
The values given there in life expectancy are very theoretical.
In aged systems, where the accelerators water and acidity are present, the ageing factor will be
much higher!

7

SHORT CIRCUIT WITHSTAND

The short circuit currents produce a series of mechanical forces in the winding systems which must be
supported by the clamping system of the winding block.
The vertical forces are due to the winding blocks not being completely symmetrical and the spiral forces
occurring between the turns.
Furthermore, horizontal forces appear between the windings and the radial forces of the turns. All this
forces must be withstood by the clamping system under the specified maximum short circuit conditions (i.e.
max. current, max. time).
If it is assumed, that the feeding net has no impedance, the only current limiting impedance is the own
impedance of the transformer itself.
In some cases especially at autotransformers the natural impedance is too low to achieve an acceptable
short circuit strength. In some cases the impedance of the feeding net can be included in the short circuit
withstand calculation or, in other cases, serial reactors must be incorporated in the design, in order to
obtain a sufficient high impedance.
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Windings

Clamping

Core

Forces

Autotr.

SR
G

ZNET

ZHV

ZLV

ZN

Short
Circuit
L

Hv
LV

L

Autotransformer

HV LV

L

Two Winding TR
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GENERAL

1.Transformer types:
-

Distribution

2,5 MVA/36kV

-

Big power

~ 1000 MVA/850KV

-

Step up generator

~ 1000 MVA/850kV

-

Special industrial types i.e. furnace, rectifier etc.

The limits for the size of transformers are mainly the transport limitations to the site. Therefore a maximum
transport weight of about 400 t is typical. In many cases the limits are more severe and therefore, instead
of one three phase unit a bank of single phase transformers is used. In some cases, the fact of needing
only one phase as spare unit is a argument for single phase solutions. The disadvantage is 30% higher no
load losses, due to the return yokes needed in every unit.
8.1

AUTOTRANSFORMERS

Autotransformers are often specified for coupling of different voltage levels. Their advantage is the smaller
size and therefore especially lower no load losses and principally lower costs, due to the reduced material.
So in many cases transformers coupling 850/500 or 500/ 220 and 420/220 are designed as
autotransformers.
The costs are not reduced in the same way as in the theoretical calculation due to the more complicated
design, the necessary serial reactors and other means which are necessary in order to cover the more
complex electrical field situation. Another problem is if On Load Tap Changers are required. Since the
OLTC cannot be positioned in the star point, as it is in the two winding designs, single phase solutions
designed at least for the secondary voltage level must be applied. If the voltage LV/HV is more than 1/3,
autotransformers show no advantages.
The worst disadvantage of autotransformers is, that the same earthing potential is used for all voltage
levels connected. Therefore all faults will be transmitted to the complete network and an earth fault in one
level can travel through the complete Network. This was the clear reason of some big blackouts in the
USA, where autotransformers are widely used.
Another problem must be taken into consideration at this stage. In networks with high energy density, the
earth fault current will be unacceptable high. This is the reason why, for example, in Germany, where in
some regions the installed energy density of electrical systems is extreme, autotransformers are nearly out
of use.
Applicable Standard IEC 600761
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TAP CHANGERS

Tap changers are necessary to adopt the actual voltage of the feeding grid to the needs of the customers
to a controlled voltage. The Transformer has therefore some taps in it windings, which can used for that
purpose. A special switching system is used to change from one tap to another.
There are used two types of tap changers:
Off circuit tap changers:
Some times also named “Off Load tap changers” This is misleading, because such devices can only
operated, when the transformer is completely switched of from any power. The most of distribution
transformers have a 2,5 or 5% range for adjusting the HV voltage, often in 5 steps.
The tap changer must be moved at least once in a year in order to keep clean the contacts. If it was not
moved, what happens normally, it is better to move it never again!
In aged transformers bad contacts of Off Circuit tap changers are typical reasons for failures.
ON load Tap changers:
Such devices can be operated under full load, in grid transformers on load tap changers are widely used in
order to stabilize the voltages in the grids: They are equipped with motor drives and often with automatic
equipment for adjusting the voltage in the grid fed by these transformers.
Also in Gen Step up transformers some times, In Industrial type transformers like arc furnace such devices
are indispensable in order to control the melting process.

8.3

BUSHINGS

Bushings are necessary to connect the transformer outside of the tank to the cables, overhead lines etc.
Oil filled type
For lower voltages a simple porcelain insulator with oil filled is sufficient.
Condenser type
For higher Voltages inside of the insulator a condenser pack is necessary in order to control the voltage
difference between tank inside and air outside.

Recently silicon insulators together with glass fibre tubes are widely used instead of Porcelain.
8.4

CONSERVATOR

Due to the difference of temperature transformers need an expansion tank system. This is normally named
“Conservator”, because it was also the idea, that due to the reduced superficies the oil will be protected
against atmospheric influences.
There are two basic systems available:
Conservator open to atmosphere
Conservator closed to atmosphere using diaphragms or air bags in the conservator tank
Recently are other systems using the fluid behaviour on the market for protecting the tank inside from
atmospheric influence.
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SOLID INSULATION

The transformer insulation system is a combination of oil and cellulose based Paper as wire insulation and
pressboard and wooden beams for the winding block construction.
The materials used are:
-

Bland paper in older transformers (up to the late 70thies)
Kraft paper (the already mostly used material
Thermally stabilized paper (in high duty transformers
Synthetic material for higher temperatures (Nomex )

The choice of Material is mostly the responsibility of the manufacturer. If the temperature levels are
correctly maintained the ageing behaviour must be the same, independently of the material used.
The material has mainly influence on size and costs of a transformer.
Remark: Older transformers with bland paper must be treated carefully. It should be avoided to drain the
oil from such transformers, because it can happen, that air remains trapped in such insulation material and
afterwards partial discharge with final destruction of the insulation can happen.
8.6
8.6.1

TRANSFORMER OIL
INSULATION FLUIDS
1. Mineral oil
- Naphtenic Oil
- Paraphinic Oil

2. Alternative Fluids
- Silicon oil
- Esters
- Natural esters
- PCB (not in use anymore)
1. MINERAL OIL
Where do transformer oils come from?
Refining of crude oils – different processes/sources and impact on composition and chemistry.
Composition of typical mineral insulating fluids:
Key molecular families (naphthenes, paraffins, aromatics)
Chemical bonding (reaction stability)
Other elements present in small and trace quantities (S, O, N)
8.6.2

MOLECULAR BASIC STRUCTURE
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NAPHTENIC OIL

Insulating oils on naphtenic basis have a long term use and it exists a good experience. The oils have
normally a certain content of aromates (lighter fractions), which form the natural inhibitors of this oils.
Therefore, even open transformers offer a long term stability. When used with an inhibitor additive even
more than 20 years of good oil condition may be reached.
8.6.4

PARAPHINIC OIL

Insulating oils on paraphinic basis were introduced in the fifties, because it seemed at that time, that the
naphtenic based oils could not be produced in sufficient quantities. Paraphinic oils cannot be used in cold
countries since at temperatures below 0°C the paraphins will become solid, at least partly, and block the
cooling channels. The viscosity is higher as that of the naphtenic based oils.
The experience with paraphinic oils seems to be that the long term stability is much lower, than of
naphtenic oils. Furthermore the higher viscosity reduces the cooling effect.
Especially in modern transformers, with highly compacted design, this properties become cumulative and
the effects in sum negative.
The only advantage, I.e. that of lower costs, will be more than overcompensated due to the frequent oil
changes or at least regeneration processes and also due to the reduced life time of the whole transformer.
Remark:
There are now recently new paraphinic type oils on the market, which claim to have the same or better
properties as the classical naphtenic ones.
8.6.5

TYPICAL DATA OF A NEW MINERAL OIL

Applicable standard IEC 60296
Some remarks about mineral oil of recent production:
Stray gas effect: In the near past, a strange effect has been observed, that oils directly after filling often
without connecting the transformer to the grid show dangerous gases like hydrogen, acetylene and others,
without any previous failure of the transformer. It was found, that obviously recent refining method are the
cause of such behaviour.
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Corrosive Sulphur: Also here a discussion started in the past regarding the fact that corrosive sulphur
might have, under certain circumstances, a negative impact on the copper surface of the wires, in
transformers with closed conservator designs and inhibited oils. This topics are under investigation.
ALTERNATIVE FLUIDS
1. Silicon Oil
Since in addition the specific weight is higher, the mechanical design of transformers is affected also.
Since due to the special properties of silicon oils the impact on ecologic processes can be problematic, an
use as a non pollutant liquid seems not justified in every aspect.
In summary seems the use of silicon fluids for substitution of classical insulation liquids not justified from
the technical as from the economical view.
Applicable standard: IEC 60836

2. Synthetik Esters
The synthetic esters were developed in order to solve the problems of mineral oil as pollutant, especially in
drinking water, also reducing fire hazard, they show be a better solution than silicon oils.
Properties of esters are claimed to be similar to that of mineral oil and therefore the transformer design
does not have to be changed in a great deal. Nevertheless there are new Investigations at the Manchester
University showing, that the dielectric behaviour is different (less) to mineral oil. New transformers must be
designed for higher internal creepage distances. The refill of transformers above 30kV must be seen
critical. The heat transfer and viscosity is different and must be regarded in design also.
Applicable standard IEC 61099

3. Agricultural Esters
The agricultural esters were developed in order to solve the problems of mineral oil as pollutant especially
in drinking water and to find a better solution than the silicon oils.
Due to the high bioactivity, such fluids can only used in completeley sealed applications
Since these materials are completely biodegradable, no long term impact to the ecology is to be expected
in case of spilling. Furthermore, the ability to solve water is better and therefore the impact of water
content less critical as in mineral oil. The fluid must be especially protected against biological
impact by closed designs or similar.
No applicable IEC standard at this moment.
Final remarks on esters
The high prices and some inconvenience in use has reduced the application of esters as insulation liquid,
except in case of special applications, i.e. for transformers located in drinking water reserves or in traction
transformers in railways, especially since in modern railway machines the transformer is located in the
lower part, where in case of a accident an oil spilling may pollute the soil.
Note: Due to the ability of better water solution it is sometimes recommended to mix esters to normal
transformer oil to improve the BVD.
Such use is not allowed. The great problem with PCB contamination should be a warning to avoid
such problems.
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The newly published results of the research in Manchester University about the dielectric behaviour of
Esters implicates at least a certain design review on this aspect and also refilling ore mixing with mineral oil
must be seen critical.
Note: Due to the ability of better water solution it is sometimes recommended to mix esters to normal
transformer oil to improve the BVD. Refilling of originally mineral oil filled transformers with esters as a
“drying” attempt is also nonsense.
Such use is not allowed. The great problem with PCB contamination should be a warning to avoid such
problems.

4. PCB
These products known as Askarel or Clophen have the best dielectric behaviour of all known insulating
fluids and were widely used in transformers and capacitors. Due to the carcinogen behaviour and the
problem with production of Dioxins, when burned at to low temperature, they where forbidden and are not
anymore in use.
PCB contaminated transformers can now be still found. The cleaning and decontamination is a special
treatment, which is very costly.
General remarks
At the present, the best choice is “classical” naphtenic based mineral oil, being at the same time the best
solution from the technical and economic point of view. If for special reasons other liquids should be used,
it must be clearly defined which type will be the most useful the problem that has to be solved.
8.6.6

OIL QUALITIES

The Oil industry no is providing different oils for different use.
-

normal oil
improved quality
high grade for special heavy service i.e. high voltages, high loads.
8.6.7

INHIBITORS

In order to stabilize the ageing behaviour an inhibitor can be added to the oil. At least for heavy duty
transformers this will be advisable.
Definition:

Oil is only new oil before filling in the transformer!
After filling it is used oil! The oil starts immediately after filling to react with the transformer components.
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TRANSFORMER OIL BEHAVIOUR

Due to the fact, that no long term experience is available for the different alternative fluids, we will speak
only about mineral oil behaviour.
1. New Oil
2. Aged Oil
3. Reading a oil test protocol

8.7.1 New Oil ready for filling
New oil to be filled in a transformer should be conditioned at least in accordance with IEC 60296
Attention: After filling in the transformer the oil is “used oil” by definition
The following data should be controlled:
- Break down voltage
- Water content
- Dissipation factor
- Neutralisation value
- Surface tension
The table below shows the typical data that may be achieved

Usually, before filling the transformer the oil will be conditioned with an oil treatment plant that means it will
be dried, degassed and filtered. The transformer itself has to be kept under vacuum for a certain time (see
manufacturers manual) depending of design and voltage level. Then the oil will be introduced in the
transformer by means of the vacuum.
Before energizing the transformer, it is necessary to wait a fixed period of time, in order to achieve the full
electrical strength in the whole dielectric system.
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8.7.2 Aged Oil
After several years of working, it is visible even for the naked eye, that something had happened, if instead
of clear liquid something black and bad smelling is coming out of the sample cock. The condition of the oil
depends of course on a lot of parameters, mainly, temperature, load condition, but also transformer design
and original oil quality.
What happened?
It is known today for sure that, inside the transformer a complex chemical reaction is taking place every
day between oil, cellulose, other organic material and the metallic parts, such as copper and iron.
The sample below, showing a typical aged oil, is very interesting, because even with a water content (K.F:)
of 29 ppm a breakdown voltage of 80kv was measured !

In the literature we will find, that aged oil will dissolve more water than new one. This should be a good
property, since the problem of aged and wet transformers loose importance.
However, on the other hand, the chemical background is highly complicated as there is really some water
bound in the different ageing products in the old oil, but for the practical use and this is the main purpose of
this seminar, this bounded water is not of interest!
We are only interested in water, which is dissolved in oil and can be separated from it by any drying
method.
With a high content of 29 ppm dissolved water, the break down voltage should be about 40-max 50 kV
Measured with a physical probe i.e. Vaisala HMP 228 or similar, we will get only a value of about 10ppm or
less, because only the active water has been measured with the probe.
If we try to dry this transformer we will not get much water, but after a oil change or regeneration the
transformer seems to be dried on a magic way.
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The IEC 60 422 is being employed as standard for used oil

When evaluating samples of transformer oil, it must be clearly made a difference between data related to
the oil and data related to the transformer. Water content is related to the transformer and a excess of
water is a problem of the transformer!
Of course, the complex chemical kitchen inside the transformer produces a perfect soup of acids, ketons
and other strange products.

9

READING AN OIL TEST PROTOCOL

The following data are usually to be checked when taking a sample from a transformer:
- Break down voltage
- Water content
- Dissipation factor
- Neutralisation value
- Interfacial tension
It must be exactly defined, which are the values referred to the transformer and which are the values
referred to the oil!
From the anterior mentioned data only the neutralisation value is really the value that makes only reference
to the conditions of the oil.
Water content is solely referred to the transformer.
Break down voltage mainly reflects the transformer condition.
Dissipation factor and surface tension refer more to the oil condition, but gives also some information on
the transformer condition.
9.1

BREAK DOWN VOLTAGE

Ud (kV/2.5mm)

The BDV is a combined value of water content and possible particles and fibres.
In clean oil without particles or fibres relation as shown in the following table will be found.
Ud = BVD in kV/2,5mm/20°C
Note: The BVD must be measured in the Lab at 20°C!
Cw= ppm =mg/kg
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Up(kV/2.5mm)

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

Cw (ppm)
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The normal result is that BVD and water content are in correct relation, if not two anomalies are possible.
1. The measured BVD is much higher, than the theoretical value. This appears mostly combined with old
oil showing high acidity. A typical case is to measure 50 ppm and a BVD higher than 70kV. Furthermore,
measuring the water content with a physical probe (i.e. a Vaisala HMP 228) we will find may be about
15ppm, which is in accordance with the BVD value. This is the water content which is of interest for us,
leaving apart all other theoretical backgrounds, since that value gives us the most important information
about water content in the transformer!
2. The second anomaly is a very low BVD in relation to the water content. In this case a contamination with
particles, especially fibres, must be assumed.
This is an indication, that the cellulose starts to discompose and that the mechanical strength of the
insulating material is very low, that means also a low live substance of this transformer.
To treat the problem we have to take care of two points:
Treating the oil correctly, i.e. by regeneration, which can eliminate acidity, polar products and
sludge and treating the cellulose, which means drying (a totally different process)
The next and third point to the complete treatment system should be to conserve the transformer by gas
conditioning, in order to prevent further deterioration and conserve the residual life time strength of the
system!
9.2

CORRECTED WATER CONTENT ACCORDING TO IEC 40622 POINT 6.4.2

To evaluate the transformer residual life strength we would not recommend this procedure. The example
considered under the above mentioned point of the standard, that is “10ppm at 40°C”, means about 2,5%
water content in the cellulose.
Taking into consideration that the ageing accelerator water is starting to have an evil effect above 2.5%,
the result of the in the standard indicated “corrected” value will give us a false security and impede to carry
out a necessary really correcting measure on time.
In case of existing higher water contents in cellulose than 2,5% even dangerous conditions may be hidden!
Our experience shows that the correction factors given in the above mentioned standard should not be
used!
9.3

GENERAL REMARKS

It is necessary to look ALWAYS at the complex system of cellulose and oil as a whole.
The oil, the life blood of the transformer, contains the information about the health of the whole system. An
oil sample is similar to taking blood from a human being to make all kinds of analysis.
The information give by these analysis must be read and understood properly. A change of blood will not
usually help the healing process, so will not an oil change solve the most problems. Also a so called oil
treatment will only hide some problems for short term.
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10 TRANSFORMER OIL TESTING AND SAMPLING
DATA REQUISITION ON TRANSFORMER OIL
1. CLASSICAL:
Taking sample, sending to the laboratory, getting a report.
2. ON-SITE SYSTEMS
Taking sample, using a portable system to make the analysis.
3. ON-LINE SYSTEMS
The equipment is directly connected to the transformer and the actual data can be read or transmitted
immediately to recording unit or central monitoring system.
CLASSICAL
The advantage of this system is, that a long term experience and infrastructure is already available.
On the other hand, that means that with increasing distances the values will more and more loose their
reliability.
The greatest disadvantage is, that this system requires a large extend of skill and professionalism starting
by the man who takes the sample on site until the final wording of the report.
Even if everything is done correctly it is a well known fact that about 50% of all reports finally lead to wrong
results!
AD 1 - ON-SITE SYSTEMS
Nowadays, to obtain most of the data there are On-Site systems which produce the required values
directly On-Site.
The following systems are available for water in oil measurement:
- Classical Karl Fisher titration
- Physical probes
Since the Karl Fischer titration is more complicated and often lead to wrong results in old oils, the physical
probes should be preferred.
AD 2 -ON-SITE SYSTEMS FOR GAS IN OIL
Mobile equipment using different technical methods as follows:
- classical gas chromatographs.
Their advantage is, that all gases including O2 and N2 can be measured (up to 11 gases). Disadvantage
is complicated and costly
- infrared technology based systems
Their advantage is easier handling and less costly. Disadvantage: N 2 and O2 cannot be measured.
All the systems mentioned under 1 and 2 show a factor of insecurity: manual sampling is unavoidable.
On-Site systems remain highly useful, especially in regions where long distances and insecure transport
facilities are affecting the final result. Although, the human factor and the handling of the sample in open
atmosphere remain as biggest sources of failures and therefore such systems do not lead to complete
satisfactory results.

AD 3 - ON-LINE SYSTEMS
There are two main systems available:
- Systems connected for certain time (hours or months)
- Systems that remain connected to the transformer for life time
(monitoring systems)
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The first mentioned systems are used to define the status of a transformer in respect of water content,
gassing behaviour etc. The target is to define clearly a failure or to get the necessary data to find out the
ageing status.
The second ones, i.e. monitoring systems, are used to control the transformer overall condition in order to
optimize service life time consumption and reliability.
Water measurement should only be done with physical probes. The two existing systems of DGA
measuring can be found in On-Line and On-Site technology.
As shown in the speach about ageing behaviour, systems without measurement of N 2 and O2 do not bring
the benefits expected, since they cannot be used for ageing determination. Furthermore, without N 2 value
the necessary control of the overall saturation is impossible.
10.1 EXAMPLES

A typical „spread“ of results at the same transformer, in short term, values of water in cellulose:
1.9-9%!

Date & Time
06-10-04 11:46
24-01-05 09:12
30-05-05 09:16
27-08-05 15:00

Sample
Status
A
A*
A
V

Oxygen
1610
1840
1220
18100

Impossible

Nitrogen
179000
53000
62100
61900

Dissolved Gas Concentrations (vpm)
Hydrogen
CO
CO2
Methane Ethylene
0
50.6
29.7
37

125
511
904
1230

454
2540
2350
2010

1.7
7.1
10.2
8.66

1.22
1.13
2.86
0.575

Ethane
1.46
6.92
16.9
3.76

Acetylene
0
0
1.7
0.169

Gas
%
24.3
7.24
6.45
8.66

Nonsense

The above DGA protocol shows typical data, which make the whole results doubtful. Nearly 180 000 ppm
nitrogen in a open conservator transformer is impossible. Since ppm = parts per million means a value of 3
digits behind the “0. “, the above shown value is far outside the tolerances and makes no sense!
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10.2 PHYSICAL PROBE

Measurement with physical probe. Water content calculated: aprox. 3%
10.3 FDS MEASUREMENT

Water in
Cellulose
3,1%

Water content by physical probe and FDS are corresponding (both measurements from the same
transformer at same time)
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10.4 EXAMPLE ON- LINE GAS MONITORING 5 GASES

Concentati
Dissolved gases in a 225 Mva Transformer
on of
oxyge,

25000
20000

1.10.04
86
207
1564
33
268
3273

14.1.05
230
190
1266
25
219
2539

Oxygen

120

Carbondioxyd
Nitrogen

100

Hydrogen
Carbonmonoxyd

80

15000

60

10000

40

5000

20

0
12.10.04 01.11.04 21.11.04 11.12.04 31.12.04 20.01.05 09.02.05 01.03.05 21.03.05

Concentration of Hydrogen and
Carbonmomoxyd in oil in ppm

Concentation of oxyge, nitrogen
and carbondioxyd in oil in ppm

30000

externe Analyse
CH4
in ppm
C2H6
in ppm
C2H4
in ppm
C2H2
in ppm
C3H8
in ppm
C3H6
in ppm

0

time

GENERAL REMARKS
Whenever possible, to get well based data for further diagnosis and decisions, modern On-Line systems
should be used. If this is not possible, then On-Site systems are the second best solution.

11 INTERPRETION OF OIL DATA
11.1 THE STANDARDS
Originally the DGA (Dissolved Gas Analysis) was developed as a quality control instrument for new
transformers. It was developed to control whether the design and workmanship of the new transformer was
correct and professional. It was based in the knowledge that certain gases indicate certain types of
failures. Very soon it was clear, that the determination of a failure only by a certain gas is not always
working properly.This was the reason for developing other gas relation criteria, which would help defining
more clearly any default. Another way for precise failure definition is the Triangle method (Michel
Duval/Canada).

GAS EXCHANGE WITH THE ATMOSPHERE, THE UNKNOWN FACTOR
All failure detection systems do not take into consideration, that every individual transformer has a different
exchange behaviour with atmosphere, especially transformers with open conservator.
The exchange depends on:
- The design of conservator
- The location and connection of the conservator
- The location of the transformer (faced to north or south)
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- The load and temperature of transformer
- The ambient temperatures
The logical result is, that all methods, which do not take into consideration the different exchange factor will
do not show clear results. From this point of view it easy to understand the below shown table. Probably
only the triangle method can take into consideration, in a precise way, the different exchange factors. The
table on the next page shows the different methods that are being used and makes a comparison of the
results.
Among the data shown in the above IEC table, the following standard values:
Breakdown Voltage
Water content
Particles
have nothing to with the oil condition. These values give picture of the transformer condition:
BVD can be related to water, check if the theoretical value is in line with the measured one, see the table
following Picture:
11.2 BVD VERS. WATER CONTENT

100
90

Ud (kV/2.5mm)

80
70
60
50

Up(kV/2.5mm)

40
30
20
10
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

Cw (ppm)

BVD > theoretical value
Old oil, repeat measurement with physical probe
BVD ~ theoretical value no problem in this aspect
BVD << theoretical value particles, sludge, in case of high difference probably fibres are present.

Result:
The transformer is in very bad condition, may be there is even no mechanical strength left in
cellulose.
11.3 OTHER DATA
Neutralisation Nr. < 0.1
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Interfacial tension below 20
High el. dissipation factor
Colour black and bad smelling

Result: Oil change or better Oil Regeneration
11.4 DGA DATA
Nitrogen
N2
= control of saturation
Oxigen
O2
= low O2 is oxidation!
Carbondioxyde
CO2 = high, without a thermal failure means also oxidation
Carbonmonoxyde
= idem
Hydrogen H2 high
= always indicates a failure
H2 + CH4
= Pd or low temperature fault
Ethylene
C2H4 = middle temperature fault
Often defective contacts in tap changers etc.
Acetylene C2H2 = high temperatures arcing Attention: dangerous
Broken down insulation!
11.5 SOLUTIONS

Repair in case of mechanical faults or destroyed Insulation
Conservation by reducing N2 O2 and water
A further deeper analysis should be carried out before taking a decision about the
therapy.
Attached a paper about the evaluation of the DGA Data as Amendment
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12 MONITORING-DATA
12.1 GENERAL
All data collecting is finally monitoring.
More and more are On-Line monitoring systems used, which document nearly all data of the transformer
and it system.
In the following some typical data are mentioned, which will be measured in monitoring systems
12.2 MAIN TANK SYSTEM
-

Temperatures in Oil active part in different positions.
Pressures
Water content in oil
Oil levels
12.3 COOLING PLANT

-

Temperatures
Pressures
Control of pumps
Control of fans
12.4 ON LOAD TAP CHANGER

-

Tap position
Number of operations
Control of tapping sequence
temperatures
12.5 BUSHINGS

-

capacitance
tan delta

Some systems use the measured data for secondary calculation of life time consumption or similar.
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13 DISSOLVED GAS-FAULT GAS

13.1 THE CLASSICAL DGA
Originally the DGA (Dissolved Gas Analysis) was developed as a quality control instrument for new
transformers. It was developed to control whether the design and workmanship of the new transformer was
correct and professional. It was based in the knowledge that certain gases indicate certain types of
failures. Very soon it was clear, that the determination of a failure only by a certain gas is not always
working properly. This was the reason for developing other gas relation criteria, which would help defining
more clearly any default. Another way for precise failure definition is the Triangle method (Michel
Duval/Canada).

13.2 GAS EXCHANGE WITH THE ATMOSPHERE, THE UNKNOWN FACTOR
All failure detection systems do not take into consideration, that every individual transformer has a different
exchange behaviour with atmosphere, especially transformers with open conservator.
The exchange depends on:
- The design of conservator
- The location and connection of the conservator
- The location of the transformer (faced to north or south)
- The load and temperature of transformer
- The ambient temperatures
The logical result is, that all methods, which do not take into consideration the different exchange factor will
do not show clear results. From this point of view it easy to understand the below shown table. Probably
only the triangle method can take into consideration, in a precise way, the different exchange factors. The
table on the next page shows the different methods that are being used and makes a comparison of the
results.

COMPARISON OF DIAGNOSIS METHODS

% UNRESOLVED
DIAGNOSES

% WRONG
DIAGNOSES

% TOTAL

KEY GASES

0

58

58

ROGERS

33

5

38

DORNENBURG

26

3

29

IEC

15

8

23

TRIANGLE

0

4

4

THE THERMOSYPHON EFFECT BETWEEN MAIN TANK AND CONSERVATOR
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CONS

S
B

The conservator works as additional cooler. Hot oil moves in the upper part of the connection pipe to the
conservator, cool oil goes back to the tank. An exchange of more than 5 times the main tank can be often
observed. Internal and external gases are exchanged on the oil surface of the Conservator.

A THERMOGRAPH SHOWS THE HOT OIL IN THE CONSERVATOR
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A TRANSFORMER WITH A MODIFIED CONNECTION TANK TO CONSERVATOR SHOWS MUCH
LOWER TEMPERATURE, THAT MEANS REDUCED EXCHANGE.

This problem makes all Limit and alarm values very relative. This can be seen in the following table based
on Cigre data. The range given below makes it very difficult to handle, especially in case of limited
information.

H2

CH4

C2H4

C2H2

C2H2

CO

240 – 1320

270 – 460

700 – 990

750 – 1800

310 – 600

984 - 3000

(in ppm)
Trafo 2
Condition
Date of sample
Sampl. location
total gas cont.
N2 Nitrogen
O2 Oxygen
CO2 Carbondioxid
CO carbonmonoxid
H2 Hydrogen
CH4 Methane
C2 H2 Ethin Acetylene
C2 H4 Ethan Ethylene
C2 H6 Ethan Ethan
C3 H6 Propen Propylene
C3 H8 Propane

typ.aged
not sat.cond
satur. Cond
treatment
middle01.04 .End02.04
.End06.04
middle.08.04
90600
61300
17500
10500
572
61
32
15
44
47
264
245

66240
46670
17650
1540
60
300
19
1
3
5
10
10

83000
61200
18000
2370
129
1100
60
5
6
14
4
6

42700
32400
8050
2860
40
270
36
7
6
22
6
11

The problem is actually, that not the present gas content of a transformer is of importance, much more of
relevance is the gassing activity under certain conditions. Therefore the best way is first to reduce the gas
content and then apply an On-line system to monitor the restauration of the transformer. This system
allows measuring the source activity and also to evaluate the exchange behaviour of the individual
transformer, as well as to find out the gassing source activity.
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In the previous page a typical example in a DGA history is shown.

Trafo 2
Col. 1 - Original condition of the transformer
Col. 2 - not saturated after a degassing treatment with clear failure sig, (H2, CH4 =PD)
Col. 3 - saturated with the same source activity,
Col. 4 - under gas conditioning, source activity stable or slightly reduced.
The table on page 10 demonstrates clearly that all DGA systems, which do not mention or measure the
Oxygen and Nitrogen content, are not useful for the modern extended use of such system. Therefore it
must be clearly argued against certain tendencies in the standard and in the Cigre groups as well, to leave
O2 and N2 out of the normal gases to be measured. Leaving out N2 as control of saturation, makes it
impossible to the evaluate exactly the other gas levels and without O 2 the ageing status of a transformer is
very difficult to define.

13.3 METHODS OF DGA
The following methods are nowadays on the market:

METHOD

EVALUATION

- Classical laboratories

limited results, high failure rates

- On-line gas detectors

advanced Pre-Buchholz warning

- On-site DGA

reducing failure rate

- On-line DGA

reliable values

The following technologies are used:

TECHNOLOGY

RESULT /GAS MEASURED

USE

Thermal conductivity

H2 H2O

Pre-Buchholz

Fuel cell

H2 + H2O or C2H2

Pre-Buchholz

Fourier transform Infrared

not N2

Gas -Monitoring

Photoacoustic Infrared not N2 not O2

Gas –Monitoring

Head space Sensor

Gas monitoring (long term)

Gas chromatograph

N2, O2, CO, CO2, C..sum gases
all gases

Gas –Monitoring

Remark: It is not always necessary to measure all gases, for long term application most tasks can be
covered by measuring N2, O2 H2, CO and CO2, but without O2 and N2 the meaning of the measurements
remains very limited.
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13.4 GENERAL
Under the actual circumstances the DGA is not only a instrument to detect any failures, it is also nowadays
a part of the methods to evaluate the overall condition and especially the ageing condition of a transformer.
The well known disadvantages of the classical laboratory system will result in extended use of On-Site and
On-Line systems.

14 TRANSFORMER FACTORY DIELECTRIC TESTS

WORKSHOP 2006
In order to give a picture, how the electrical stress in a transformer insulation system must be understood,
we are going to see some pictures, in order to give a short impression of the complex task, which must be
fulfilled by the transformer designer. Not only static loads have to taken in account, the sound behaviour of
the system under transient stresses must be perfectly controlled by an absolute correct and accurate
calculated design. It is obvious that the transformer can be considered as an equivalent system of
resistors, inductors and capacitors, a complex arrangement of oscillations and resonance.

14.1 MODEL OF A INTERWINDING INSULATION

iImp
Pressboard spacer

Oil duct

(Radial Spacer)

uImp
Pressboard
barrier

Extended equivalent electric circuit
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Typical
connection
scheme

HV
main

Fine step

Big step

LV

Bushings
Distance to
Earth

Tank

Core

Insulation
Between
Turns

Winding
Block
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The factory dielectric tests are carried out to control the design and workmanship of the transformer before
delivery and installation.
The target is to verify, that the design compiles the standards (i.e. IEC 600 76-3)
According to that standard the following tests are used and defined as follows:
14.2 DIELECTRIC TESTS
The standard dielectric requirements are verified by dielectric tests. They shall, where applicable and not
otherwise agreed upon, be performed in the sequence as given below, given by IEC standard.
14.3 SWITCHING IMPULSE TEST (SI)
The test is made to verify the switching impulse withstand strength of the line terminals and its connected
winding(s) to earth and other windings, as well as the withstand strength between phases and along the
winding(s) under testing.
The test is an essential requirement for transformers subject to a long-duration induced AC withstand
voltage (ACLD) test.
14.4 LIGHTNING IMPULSE TEST (LI)
The test is made to verify the impulse withstand strength of the transformer, when the impulse is applied to
its line terminals. If the lightning impulse test includes impulses chopped on the tail (LIC), the impulse test
is to be modified
14.5 LIGHTNING IMPULSE TEST (LI) FOR THE NEUTRAL TERMINAL
The test is made to verify the impulse withstand voltage of the neutral terminal and it is connected
winding(s) to earth and other windings, and along the winding(s) under test. This test is required if a
standard impulse withstand voltage for the neutral is specified.
14.6 SEPARATE SOURCE AC WITHSTAND VOLTAGE TEST (APPLIED POTENTIAL TEST)
The test is made to verify the AC withstand strength of the line and neutral terminals and their connected
windings to earth and to other windings.
14.7 SHORT-DURATION INDUCED AC WITHSTAND VOLTAGE TEST (ACSD)
The test is made to verify the AC withstand strength of each line terminal and it is connected winding(s) to
earth and to other windings, the withstand strength between phases and along the winding(s) under test.
The test shall be performed in accordance with 12.2 for uniform insulation and 12.3 for non- uniform
insulation.
For Um > 72,5 kV, the test is normally performed with partial discharge measurements to verify partial
discharge
free
operation
of
the
transformer
under
operating
conditions.
Upon
agreement between supplier and purchaser, the partial discharge measurements may also
be performed for Um ≥72,5 kV.
14.8 LONG-DURATION INDUCED AC VOLTAGE TEST (ACLD)
This test is has not been developed to prove the design, but it is rather a quality control test, and is
intended to detect temporary over voltages and continuous service stress. It verifies partial discharge-free
working of the transformer under operating conditions.
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The individual test procedures and values can be found in the IEC 60076-3
For repeated dielectric tests we include the following out of the standard:

14.9 GENERAL REMARKS
This presentation is aimed mainly to make understand why the tests must be applied and what is going to
be checked with which test.
There are different practices for small distribution transformers, where the impulse tests are only type tests
and for big power transformers, where the whole design must be carefully checked, especially since a
defective design or workmanship detected on the customers site will be very costly and take a lot of time
for repair.
There are also different practices of test values for the BIL (Basic Insulation Level = Full Wave) according
to the different voltage levels.
It is unavoidable to consider always very carefully which conditions must be fulfilled and what makes sense
from the financial point of view.
The electrical tests in the factory remain the most important check in terms of design and workmanship of
a transformer.
14.10 FINAL RECOMMENDATION
Since in the past, some suspicions arouse concerning the fact that sometimes transformers were not being
dried in the factory, it is wise to perform a dielectric test, at least for the big power transformers, in order to
check the water content in the cellulose.
In our experience the FDS Test gives the most reliable results.
•FDS: Frequency Domain Spectroscopy
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15 WATER IN TRANSFORMERS
15.1 WHICH IS THE REASON OF WATER IN TRANSFORMERS?

A good dried transformer leaving the factory shows a value of Cp (water in cellulose) not
higher than 0.5%
Where does water in transformers come from?
1. Not suitable dried in factory
2. Inadequate transport, storage and installation
3. Defective Joints
4. Atmospheric moisture
5. Cooling water getting into the oil
6. Water as ageing product
15.1.1 NOT SUITABLE DRIED IN FACTORY

A well dried transformer should leave the factory with about 0.5% water in Cellulose (Cp)
It should be strongly avoided to dry the transformer, even partly over that value.
The factory should use a well controlled process like vapour phase.
Any other processes, like hot air, that cannot be properly controlled are not adequate, at
least for bigger power transformers, being difficult to dry all components properly.
In case of doubts the drying status may be checked via dielectric methods (preferable
FDS or PCD)
15.1.2 INADEQUATE TRANSPORT, STORAGE AND INSTALLATION

The complete procedure after leaving the factory must be carefully controlled. If
transformers are shipped without oil, the filling with nitrogen or dry air must be controlled
by adequate means. The positive pressure must be maintained to avoid entrance of
moisture.
The installation must be done with a minimum of exposure of the active part to ambient
atmosphere.
Oil filling only after duly processing of the oil and under vacuum.
In case of doubts the drying status may be checked via dielectric methods (preferable
FDS or PCD)
15.1.3 DEFECTIVE JOINTS

In case of problems with design, quality or ageing of the joints, moisture may penetrate
them and contaminate the transformer. The design must always avoid, that water can
accumulate on the cover or in zones where joints can be in contact with water for longer
time.
15.1.4 ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE

Transformers (open conservator) with heavy load changes will absorb atmospheric
moisture, because the silicagel drier will not work under high air currents.
15.1.5 COOLING WATER
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Under certain conditions it is possible, that via micro cracks water can get from the single
wall cooler into oil, even with correct design (oil pressure being higher than water
pressure)
15.1.6 WATER AS AGEING PRODUCT

The most important source of water in the transformer is the ageing process. Water, i.e.
is generated by the depolimersation process in paper. So, even if the none of the above
mentioned causes occur, transformers will produce water, especially high loaded and hot
running ones.
15.2 WATER CONTENTS

Cp [%] condition

problem

solution

0.5-1

new Transf.

None

n.a.

1-2

ok

certain ageing

control

2-2.5

detoriation

ageing accelerated

drying

BDV problems

conservation

fast ageing, BDV

urgent drying

reliability endang.

Conservation

<2.5

dangerous

stage

Transf. Failure

15.3 MEASUREMENT OF WATER IN CELLULOSE CP

1.
2.
3.
4.

Oil sample Karl Fischer in lab. according calculation by chart.
Measurement Cw (water in Oil) by physical probe calc. by chart.
Dielectric measurement (FDS PDC).
Water extraction quantities.
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15.4 OIL SAMPLE KARL FISCHER IN LAB. CALCULATION BY CHART.

It is important to register the actual temperature when taking the sample!

Problems:
Bad sampling
Inaccurate temperature reading
Long distance to lab.
Old oils give wrong indication via K.F.
15.5 MEASUREMENT CW (WATER IN OIL) BY PHYSICAL PROBE CALC. BY CHART

Advantages:
Under sealed conditions no sampling error
Temperature reading can be integrated
Result on site
No influence of old oils
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Typical table of measurement with physical probe

FDS Measurement as above is very reliable, disadvantage: transformer must be shut
down and disconnected
15.6 SOLUTIONS FOR TOO MUCH WATER IN CELLULOSE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Classical Oil treatment plant with high vacuum and heat
Drying in factory
Low Frequency Method
Oil Spray
Combined LFH +Oil Spray
Dry nitrogen
Suitable by-pass systems
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15.7 CLASSICAL OIL TREATMENT PLANT WITH HIGH VACUUM AND HEAT

Doesn‟t work (too short extraction rate of water from the cellulose) and it is not
acceptable as On-Line system! (it destructs the oil and does not keep the BDV)
15.7.1 DRYING IN FACTORY

Too costly and too stressing for aged system
15.7.2 LOW FREQUENCY METHOD

Too costly and too stressing for aged system. The deterioration process starts again
after short time, only partial drying!
15.7.3 OIL SPRAY

Too costly and too stressing for aged system. The deterioration process starts again
after short time, only partial drying!
15.7.4 COMBINED LFH +OIL SPRAY

Too costly and too stressing for aged system. The deterioration process starts again
after short time, only partial drying!
15.7.5 DRY NITROGEN

Too costly and too stressing for aged system
15.7.6 SUITABLE BY PASS SYSTEMS

Such treatment systems should be free of side effects, do not affect the oil quality due to
high vacuum, heat, filtering of light fractions (molecular sieves) or in other way. They
should not need consumables and NEVER jeopardize the security of the service.
They should also reduce O2 and N2 in order to have a conserving effect.
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15.7.7 CONSEQUENCES OF TOO MUCH WATER

BDV too low
Not acceptable from security and legal point of view!
Electrical strength too low
Dangerous!
Accelerated ageing
Break down of the mechanical strength of the solid insulation material:
Transformer must be replaced!
15.8 THE LAST IEC RECOMMENDATIONS

The new version of IEC 60422 gives some data
based on relative humidity as seen at left:
We would not recommend to follow these values,
these must be regarded more “political”, than
technical ones.
Our recommendations are:
- Above 2% accelerated ageing starts
- Above 2,5% exponential ageing occurs
- Above 3% the security is harmed, if the
transformer cools down fast from high
temperatures the dew point may reached and
free water will fall down through the insulation
system, arcing can be provoked. Above 4% is
very rare!

15.9 GENERAL REMARKS

Water in transformers cannot be neglected, it is dangerous and a sometimes conduces
to early dead of a transformer.
From this point of view the “corrected” water contents according to the new IEC 60422
Cl. 6.4 are not useful to handle the water problem seriously and being conscious of the
great responsibility.
Please refer also to the paper indicated underneath, part of your tutorial material, which
gives a very deep and complete view on the problem:
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16 OXYGEN IN TRANSFORMERS
Introduction:
OXYGEN IS ONE OF THE HEAVIEST AGEING ACCELERATORS AND MUST BE CONTROLLED AND
SURVEYED IN ORDER TO IMPROVE THE UTILE LIFE TIME OF TRANSFORMERS. NEVERTHELESS
IT SEEMS NOT QUITE CLEAR IN EVERY CASE, WHAT IS OXYGEN CONTENT, OXYGEN
CONSUMPTION, AVAILABILITY OF OXYGEN. THE FIRST THING TO UNDERSTAND THIS POINT IS A
TRUE MEASUREMENT OF OXYGEN AND NITROGEN IN ORDER TO BE ABLE TO DISCRIMINATE
BETWEEN THE THREE THINGS. THEREFORE THE TRUE MEASUREMENT OF THE ATMOSPHERIC
GASES OXYGEN AND NITROGEN IS THE KEY FOR UNDERSTANDING THE TRANSFORMER
CONDITION.
16.1 OXYGEN CONTENT
The actual Oxygen (hopefully correctly measured) content in a transformer does not say too much, since
that value is influenced by a number of factors, which give that value completely different meanings:
16.1.1 OPEN BREATHING TRANSFORMER
Here is the oxygen content a result of the balance of oxygen consume in the transformer and the
resaturation facility of the transformer, caused by the overall design of the conservator, tubing,
temperature condtions/differences, movement of oil inside the tank etc.
16.1.2 CLOSED CONSERVATOR TYPE TRANSFORMERS
Here is the Oxygen content also a result of oxygen consume and availability of oxygen caused by the
more or less insulation of the conservator system against the atmosphere. In well tight systems
normally not remain oxygen, because the small amount of available Oxygen will be nearly completely
consumed by the transformer itself, this more intensively in modern transformers, which have generally
higher Oxygen consumption.
In both cases, closed or open design, the oxygen content is always the balance of available oxygen
and oxygen consumption.
16.2 OXYGEN CONSUMPTION
The Oxygen consumption in a transformer depends on one hand of the design parameters, that means
mainly the design of internal cooling. It can be observed, that an effective and homogeny internal cooling
results in a reduced oxygen consume, such conditions can be found in older transformers (mainly
produced before 1990) in systems where such optimized thermal design is replaced by material and space
saving parameters (i.e. overall cheaper) an increased oxygen consume is typical, even sometimes to a
completely undue extent.
It is tried to reduce the negative consequences of such design by using preferable closed conservator
designs, in order to reduce the availability of oxygen. The result is mostly not completely satisfying.
16.2.1 OPEN BREATHING TRANSFORMER
As detailed above the oxygen content is always the result of the balance of consume and ingress of
oxygen. Therefore a certain oxygen content in a open type transformer gives indication of very different
causalities. A high oxygen content above 22 – 25 000 ppm is mainly an indication of low consume and
sound condition. Normally the trends of acidity, tan δ, CO, CO2 water content Dp- value are backing this
result.
Depending from the design of the conservator and other parameters the absolute content of oxygen is not
a clear indicator, here is the trending a very important control, i.e. if the oxygen content drops from 22 000
to less than 20 000 between two sampling periods is this a true indication of worsened condition in the
transformer. The trends of the other indicators show typically the same negative behavior. If the oxygen
content is low from installation (i.e. 20 000 ppm or less), is this a indication of not optimized design and
short utile life time expectation. If the start up value is below 10 000 ppm, the design is basically not
acceptable. For example the danger of forming of corrosive sulfur is very high, because the high consume
of oxygen will cause oxygen free zones in the winding system, where the corrosive product can be formed.
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16.2.2 CLOSED CONSERVATOR TYPE TRANSFORMERS
In closed type conservator systems or hermitically sealed systems the situation is more complex.
Basically, in a well sealed system remains practically no oxygen, since the small amount of available
oxygen due to the small gas leakages, which cannot completely avoided, will completely consumed
by the system. Only in low loaded transformers with low temperatures below 50°C the consume in
well designed systems may be so low, that the oxygen content may increase and saturate in line with
the Nitrogen. It may be argued, that in such cases the modern and compact design with higher
temperatures and poor internal cooling will be less affected by the negative consequences.
This is not true, the loss of oil quality, production of Co and CO 2 fast loss of DP – value, shorter utile
lifetime will be the less important consequences, the nasty problem with corrosive sulfur will be of
highly increased probability.
Another point is that the sealing seems often very poor, so that high oxygen contents can be
observed, or the measurement in the labs is bad.
16.3 AVAILABILITY OF OXYGEN
To understand the topic clearly, must be understood, that the oxygen problem is not a fact of any oxygen
content, it is the point to understand the availability of oxygen and the actual consume. To get really well
based data in order to understand these facts really true and repeatable measurements must be made.
The best method is to reduce the gas content and observe the resaturation of Oxygen and of Nitrogen as
control and reference with a true On-Line gas monitoring, with direct and well calibrated systems, i.e. gas
chromatographs or direct measuring sensor systems. Calculated values, based on the other gas contents
will not help and the results will be misleading!
Based on this data a evaluation of the transformer condition cam be made and if necessary the adequate
measures can be taken.
The result of the data and the situation will be lead to different consequences.

16.4 MEASURES TO BE TAKEN
The result of the data and the situation will be lead to different consequences:
-

-

-

-

-

-

4.a. open transformer with high oxygen content and obviously low consumption, it is not
really necessary to react, may be a regular gas conditioning with keeping low the other
accelerators will be optimize the life time, for example a relation of 1/4 (one conditioner/4
transformers as preserving method.
4.b. open transformer (in aged condition) with reduced oxygen content and obvious
increased consumption, control and reducing of all accelerators, which will be found under this
condition, like acidity, water, particles and naturally oxygen via passive gas conditioning or active
conditioners in a relation 1/1-1/3, depending of the size and condition of the transformers.
4.c. open transformer with highly reduced oxygen content and obvious high consumption
from beginning after installation, basically such transformers should not be accepted because of
unacceptable design. It can be tried to change to a closed design and/or regular gas conditioning,
adding passivators, control and reducing of all accelerators, which will be found. It must be
accepted, that the life time of such transformers is reduced and the success of all possible
measures is limited.
4.d. Closed type transformer with high oxygen content and obviously low consumption (i.e.
a sound internal cooling profile), it can be tried to improve the sealing and reduce the gas
leakage, or applying a regular gas conditioning, keeping the oxygen content low, improving
therefore the utile life time.
4.e. Closed type transformer with low oxygen content and obviously low consumption (i.e. a
sound internal cooling profile), there is basically nothing necessary to do, in longer distances it
may be useful to attach a conditioning system in order to keep the condition optimized
4.f. Closed type transformer with low oxygen content and obviously high consumption (i.e.
a poor internal cooling profile), this is a similar condition of open transformers with high oxygen
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consumption (4.c), basically this is an unacceptable condition, it may be useful to add as early as
possible passivators and have hope, that the transformer will survive a acceptable period of life
time.
16.5 EXAMPLES, TYPICAL DGA AND OIL TEST RESULTS

Example 1 refers to 4a Grid transformer 110/20kV 31,5 MVA Built 1969
DGA from 2003-2009

Furananalysis

Total

0.05 mg/kg

Oiltest
Water content: korr./not korr.
Acidity
BDV
Tan ö
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Even after 40 years of service no deterioration is visible, the solid insulation and the oil are in best
condition. The C2 H2 is contamination from the OLTC.
Example 2 refers to 4b
Grid coupler 250MVA 220/110 kV

After 1993 trend decrease of O2 indicates accelerated deterioration, since no action was taken, finally
2007 the transformer must be evaluated as dead.
Example 3 refers to 4c
SAMPLE DATE

10.05.2000

02.08.2001 24.09.2002 03.06.2003 23.04.2008

O2 OXYGEN ppm

20572

3023

715

6175

6050

C3 H8 Propan

1

96

327

509

190

CO2

2674

4642

4817

5137

2780

CO
Water content
Acidity Nr.
Tan

253
11
0,01
0,004

258
14
0,01
0,037

266
12
0,02
0,0952

265
17
0,03
0,1039

201
15
0,09
0,0898

THE THE
MOST OBVIOUS INDICATOR IN THIS CASE IS THE EXTREME LOW OXYGEN CONTENT,
IMMEDIATELY AFTER COMMISSIONING.
STARTING 2004 THE TRANSFORMER WAS INTEGRATED IN THE PRESERVATION PROGRAM OF
THE OLD TRANSFORMERS, USING GAS CONDITIONING (REDUCED ATMOSPHERIC GASES) AND
ON-LINE DRYING.
The transformer was additionally equipped with a sealing system in order to prevent the entrance of
oxygen. This procedure achieved the clear reduction in the increase of acidity. Nevertheless, in the year
2008 the acidity Nr. went up to nearly 0.1. This situation requires soonest action. Compared with much
older transformers this acidity increase was extremely fast and indicates a undue fast ageing.
(PAS= Premature Ageing Syndrome)
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EXAMPLE 4 REFERS TO 4F
th

This transformer is a brother unit to example 3. It was kept under gas conditioning till about 15 of April
2008. Then the conditioner was stopped. It is obvious, that the N2 increased, but not O2. At beginning of
May 2008 the transformer was changed to closed design (OxyBan of DIDEE) Now drops the Oxygen
dramatically since the availability is very low due to the closed design and all oxygen available will be
consumed by the transformer. At middle of July was the conditioner started only for two days in order to
check the tightness of the OxyBan. The fast drop of Nitrogen content proofs that. The oxygen content

remains at about 2000 ppm, even if the
Example 4
The most available Oxygen is now consumed. The low availability will help to conserve this transformer,
nevertheless the brother unit shows, that even with reduced Oxygen this transformer will age much faster
as others much longer in service. For security a test for corrosive sulphur was made. In this case no
indications were found, so the transformer could be kept under the sealed mode. On the other hand even
with the preservation due to reducing the available Oxygen, the utile life time of this transformer will be
much more limited, as of much older transformers, were the reduction of available Oxygen shows a very
reduced ageing and a excellent preservation result.
EXAMPLE 5 REFERS TO 4E
This is a example of very well sealed design and relative low consumption of Oxygen. Even after 4 years
the transformer has not saturated with Nitrogen. The Oxygen content follows that saturation, nevertheless
the CO content indicates a certain Oxygen consume.
Example 5

EXAMPLE 6 REFERS TO 4D
This was an old transformer found about 1999 with about 300 –400 DP calculated by Furan analysis.
There would have left less, than 5 years of utile life time under the conditions of service (24 hours 360 days
80-100% load) The preservation program with reducing of available Oxygen, water and finally regeneration
preserved this condition nearly 10 years, which was proofed when the transformer was dismantled for
rewinding.
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The following sheets show the development of DGA and Oil parameters

Sample Date

20.01.1998

10.05.2000

08.02.2001

17.02.2006

Top*

Top*

Top*

Oil temp

43

55

55

*Cond
plant.*
52

total gas

88212

87856

20753

14099

60949

N2 Nitrogen

59411

58962

14261

8003

44987

O2 Oxygen

22078

20623

5676

5241

14407

5968

7630

742

812

1324

438

403

50

18

198

25

23

7

3

10

CH4 Methan

11

9

3

2

4

C2 H2 Ethin
Acetylen
C2 H4 Ethan
Äthylen
C2 H6 Ethan Äthan

43

29

4

2

1

78

45

4

6

5

15

10

1

1

1

C3 H6 Propen
Propylen
C3 H8 Propan

123

100

4

10

11

22

22

1

1

1

Sol Press

819

799

196

123

596

020000

010001

000000

000000

000000

39912

48854

52201

78901

90054

19

27

27

10

11

1,4761

1,4761

1,4759

1,4761

0,09

0,11

0,1

0,09

0,1

58

25

63

84

79

0,0633

0,0669

0,0467

0,0669

0,0748

48855

52202

2,74

2,28

Sampling place

CO2 carbondioxyd
CO
Carbonmonoxyd
H2 Hydrogen

Code

11.10.2007
Top*
54

Oil data
Lab.-Nr.
Water Content
color
Acidity Nr.
Break Down V.
tan Delta
Furans
Lab.-Nr.
content mg/kg
Treatment

W/G/P

W/G/P

Table DGA/OIL/Furans (excerpt) of a 34 kA rectifier transformer

Conclusion:
Since it is a clear fact, that oxygen is an intensive ageing accelerator, the measure to reduce the available
oxygen is a very logic one. In basically sound designs works that in a good and effective manner.
Specially in modern designs with questionable internal cooling, it seems on the one hand highly necessary
to reduce the available Oxygen, but on the other hand secondary effects like corrosive sulphur may
jeopardize such a system to break downs after some years of service.
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It must be clearly understood the difference between oxygen consume, oxygen availability and exchange
facility of the transformer to the atmosphere. The final content of Oxygen is a result of these factors.
Without understanding these factors, the pure measured content of Oxygen gives no information or even
misleading ones. Regretfully must stated, that the measurement of the atmospheric gases Oxygen and
Nitrogen is neglected or frequently wrongly made. Therefore the indispensable important information of
these data is destroyed or even not existing. Since On-line gas monitoring systems are the best way to
understand the oxygen task, only such systems, which are able to measure truly Oxygen and Nitrogen can
be used as acceptable system for evaluating the transformer condition and understanding really the
difference to be made between Oxygen content, oxygen consume and Oxygen availability.
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17 SUBSTANCE ASSESSMENT OF POWER TRANSFORMERS AND THE COST
EFFECTIVENESS OF PRESERVATION MEASURES

17.1 INTRODUCTION
It seems trivial enough to reiterate the background which has led us to the situation described in the
following, which is why we have refrained from doing so. The outcome, however, is unsettling enough.
THE OUTCOME:
Vastly overaged transformer populations
- Reduced capacities at the manufacturers end
- Uncertainty about potential remaining operating times
- Bracketed organizational capacities at the users end
- Bracketed reinvestment funds
- Political pressures on the security of supply
This situation evidently demands a clearly structured course of action to successfully deal with the factors
outlined above, yet without losing sight of the need for cost effectiveness on the one hand and the need for
security of supply on the other. Neglecting the political factor is equally out of the question: even basically
non-critical incidents may easily cause incalculable image losses if they occur in a politically critical
environment.
17.2 DEFINITION OF TERMS
Substance of a transformer = useful lifetime strength. Although the term „service life“ is often used instead,
that term happens to be quite relative and reveals little about a transformer„s actual remaining usefulness.
Questions the user has to ask himself when trying to determine the anticipated remaining useful time of a
transformer under inadmissible conditions:
- Is continued operation possible without modifications?
- Is an output increase possible?
- Is an output decrease necessary?
In this context, however, the term „service life“ is useless, since a transformer„s anticipated service life
depends on its individual load profile.
However, by determining a transformer„s „salvageable remaining substance“ through appropriate data
evaluation, it is possible to determine a transformer„s actual rate of substance consumption under the
required operating conditions, i.e. how much longer it can be safely and reliably operated. In a "best case
scenario“ example, the results of the data analysis may indicate e.g. that a transformer still has 60% of
residual substance, which, depending on its intensity of use, may allow a specific remaining operating time.
As a matter of fact, a status of „40-60% substance“ by no means translates into „40-60% service life“,
which can actually be coarsely estimated at 10-20% of the previous operating time under comparable
operating conditions. After all, substance degradation is exponential and may therefore progress to under
20% much faster than anticipated, to a point where no mechanical strength is left in certain areas of the
insulation system, so that emergency operation of such a transformer will be acceptable and admissible
only under strict monitoring, and even then for only a limited amount of time.
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This approach has already been adopted by some of the current monitoring systems: with their ageing
calculations for certain load conditions, they take into account not only the IEC Loading Guide, which is
essentially based on Montsinger's curves, but also other ageing indicators such as water content and acid.
This approach at least understands that ageing depends not only on a single factor, i.e. temperature, but
also on the formation ageing products. Ageing, even in the presence of constant output, e.g. as in the case
of generator transformers or industrial transformers, is therefore never linear!

%
ppm
mg
mg
KOH/g/
KV/2.5mm

Lifetime strength
Ud

Particles
NZ

O2
H2O

Furane
CO2
Time axis

Normal lifetime consumption

A

Degradation
of endurance
after design
lifetime

No usable
endurance left

B

C

17.3 AGEING BEHAVIOUR AND AGEING ACCELERATORS
The previous foil has already been shown on several occasions. This type of ageing behaviour was
commented on by other authors in similar form and in other contexts. It is imperative to realize that the
ageing process of transformers is NOT linear. Therefore, the finding of a residual substance of e.g. 50%
cannot be comforting, but is actually highly alarming!
A LINEAR VIEW OF A TRANSFORMER„S REMAINING OPERATING TIME IS THEREFORE
UNACCEPTABLE!!
Typical ageing accelerators in transformers:
-

TEMPERATURE

-

WATER

-

ACID

-

POLAR AGEING PRODUCTS

-

OXYGEN
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To assess the individual ageing behaviour of a transformer, it is necessary to measure the activity of the
individual ageing accelerators. Currently, this task can be achieved only through long-standing empirical
experience.
-

Temperature
Water
Acid
Polar ageing products
Oxygen

=
=
=
=
=

mean temperature top/bottom
relative moisture or FDS
oil examination by acid number
oil examination by Tanδ; interfacial surface tension
resaturation curve

17.4 SUBSTANCE ASSESSMENT
It is important to remember that for a substance assessment to be reliable, it cannot be based on just a
single measuring method. Actually, reliable substance assessment requires the data of the various ageing
accelerators:
-

Water
Acid
Polar ageing products
Oxygen

=
=
=
=

relative moisture or FDS
oil examination by acid number
oil examination by Tanδ; interfacial surface tension
resaturation curve

Addtional data achieved through:
-

Furan analysis
Tanδ
UD behaviour

=
=
=

oil examination
measuring at low frequency
oil test Udactual/UdH2O.

17.5 DATA ACQUISITION
The water content in transformers can be measured by various different methods:
1. Measuring of the absolute water content in oil“ (KF) and equilibrium diagram
2. Measuring of the relative moisture in oil and equilibrium diagram
3. Direct measuring of FDS/PDC
4. Assessment based on the water separation in bypass dryers

17.6 METHOD ASSESSMENT
Method 1 is useless for overaged transformers as the measurement of the absolute water content in oil
does not normally give a very good indication of the actual amount of water diffused in the cellulose and oil
in relation to the temperature.
Method 2, if done correctly and based on a current equilibrium diagram (e.g. Omen or Altmann/Bukvis), is
strong and yields reproducible results which can be verified by other physical methods.
Method 3, if properly modelled and simulated, yields strong results on a par with those achieved by
Method 2.
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Method 4, albeit coarser, will substantiate any correct results achieved by Methods 2 and 3.

Measurements 6 and 9 were based on the relative moisture, whereas value 9 reflects a certain drying
effect achieved with the bypass system. An FDS measurement conducted at time 6 yielded a result of
3.1%. The water separation achieved with the bypass system points to a similar value. The other values
were achieved by conventional measurements whose fluctuation range alone makes them useless.

17.7 ACQUISITION OF DATA FROM THE OIL
An oil analysis will normally yield data for the following factors:
-

Acid

-

Tanδ

-

Interfacial surface tension (this value, although rather unusual in Germany, is highly conclusive and
therefore very important for evaluation purposes).

-

Furan analysis

-

UD behaviour (if the measured value is considerable lower than the theoretical value, it is safe to presume
a fairly high fiber contamination, and therefore a very low DP value, at least to some extent)

In case of major discrepancies between the values it is recommended to have control analyses done by other
laboratories!
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17.8 OXYGEN CONSUMPTION
If the oxygen content is found to be declining during the scope of the periodic DGA (dissolved gas
analysis), or if it is generally very low, it is safe to presume a high oxygen consumption, i.e. accelerated
substance degradation. However, a resaturation measurement will yield conclusive results:

externe Analyse
CH4
in ppm
C2H6
in ppm
C2H4
in ppm
C2H2
in ppm
C3H8
in ppm
C3H6
in ppm

18.02.05
<1
2
9
17
7
25

Konzentration von Sauertsoff, Stickstoff und
Kohlendioxid im Öl in ppm

40000

Sauerstoff
Kohlendioxid

35000

160
140

Stickstoff
30000

Wasserstoff
Kohlenmonoxid

25000

120
100

20000

80

15000

60

10000

40

5000

20

0
19.02.05

Konzentration von Wasserstoff und
Kohlenmonoxid im Öl in ppm

Konzentration der gelösten Gase im Öl
Gleichrichter Tr. 20 MVA

0
24.02.05

01.03.05

06.03.05

11.03.05

Zeit

17.9 OXYGEN CONSUMPTION BASED ON RESATURATION
The previous foil shows a typically high oxygen consumption rate.
The O2 curve remains low, even after degassing is discontinued, whereas the CO value rises rapidly. Even
the CO2 value shows a marked increase. Here, the conclusion is clear: if no further measures are taken,
oxygen ageing alone will lead to a dynamic degradation of the residual substance.

17.10 DATA EVALUATION
Generally speaking, one value alone, such as e.g. the DP value, has little incremental significance. There
are always too may disturbing factors present which may distort a certain value to such an extent that any
conclusions which might be drawn will be equally distorted and are therefore of little significance. However,
parallel consideration of a number of values, obtained independently and through a variety of different
physical and/or chemical procedures, will yield strong results and ultimately viable decisions based on the
coincidence of the data.
Without a doubt, resaturation behaviour plays a very important role, since, in contrast to static
measuring values, it allows very good assessment of the dynamics of the ageing behaviour.
Now wouldn„t it be great if it were possible to deduce neatly quantifiable results from these findings, such
as e.g. „residual substance = 50%“, and to read out, via a set of curves, the remaining operating time in
months depending on load/temperature?
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Unfortunately, that is not possible, and, on closer examination, far from sensible: the slope of the
degradation curve alone makes this type of analysis very imprecise and would lead to incorrect rather than
reliable and useful results.
The four classification categories described in the following are therefore an adequate and proven tool for
outlining the necessary measures with adequate precision.

:
The above flowchart provides an informative basis without claim to the final and ultimate truth.

17.11 POSSIBLE RESULTS MAY LOOK AS FOLLOWS

Transforme
rer

Result

DP

O2 consumption

Cp

Aci

DGA
d

1*

Particl
e
s

Comments
Immediate preservation

2*

Immediate preservation

3

Data incomplete

4

Data incomplete

5
6**

No substance

7
8
9

Rapid degradation

10

Rapid degradation

11

Rapid degradation

13
Colour
code

Substance

Data evaluation

High

Good

Reduced

First signs

Strongly
reduced
Substance
present
Substance
shortfall

Treatment required
Treatment urgently
required
Controlled phase-out
mode
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17.12 THE CONSEQUENCE
The previous chart is basically self-explanatory.
If the user still finds himself in the green or yellow zone, there is still time for thinking and decision
processes of some length.
If the user already finds himself in the red zone, ACTION is required FORTHWITH if he wants to avoid
losing valuable substance or even end up in the black zone.
If things have gone so far as the black zone, the only thing left to do is to set up a secured discontinuation
mode to avoid incalculable conditions and risks.

AT THAT POINT, FIRST DECISIONS ARE IN ORDER
Green/yellow zone
- Indefinitely
- Medium-term
- Short-term

How much longer can the transformer be used?
= extensive preservation measures should be considered
= no imminent measures necessary
= no measures necessary

Red zone
- Indefinitely
- Medium-term
- Short-term

= full preservation necessary forthwith
= step-by-step measures
= minimal measures

Black zone
Set up a phase-out mode with appropriate monitoring, depending on the significance of the problem

17.13 PRESERVATION MEASURES
Preservation means either reducing or keeping out or taking out the ageing accelerators.
17.14 TEMPERATURE
It is by all means possible, oftentimes with little effort, to lower the average temperature through a welltargeted intervention into the cooling system control, especially for multi-level cooling systems. In extreme
cases, i.e. at high ambient temperatures and questionable design of the internal cooling system, it might
even be sensible to change over to a water cooling system if it promises to lower the overall system
temperature by 10-15K.
Example: a generator transformer which experiences ambient temperatures up to 55°C: on the inside,
temperatures may locally rise to values which have caused sludge formation and corrosive sulphur.
Although the latter effect can hopefully be solved through passivation, the former effect can be tackled only
by reducing the temperatures. An improvement of the oil flow is equally impossible for several reasons,
and an enlargement of the cooling surfaces is effective only to a limited extent. Here, this measure without
a doubt is the only one that makes sense!

17.14.1 Water
A general distinction is made between off-line and on-line systems.
Off-line systems include- LFH

- oil spray
- sn-site vapour phase

On-line (bypass) systems

- cellulose filter
- molecular screens
- vacuum systems
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The available systems can be appraised as follows:
Off-line systems are very cost-intensive, as, in addition to the treatment costs, they also cause system
downtimes. Furthermore, these kinds of treatments also pose the danger of DP value loss to overaged
systems, which, in view of an already markedly reduced DP value, is not exactly conducive to the desired
results.
Therefore, these kinds of treatments should be viewed very critically, both from the point of view of costs
and the actual results achieved.
Generally speaking – and we will get back to this issue later on – mere dehydration alone can only ever be
a partial solution for overaged transformers.

On-line systems can be classified into passive and active systems.
Passive systems:
- Cellulose filters. These systems are generally unsuitable since they often confound the filtering of free
water with the absorption of solute water. These systems will not be effective except through addition of
special technologies (e.g. cooling/monitoring).
- Molecular screens. The effectiveness of molecular screens as dryers is undisputed; however, there are
controversial discussions as to the occurrence of side effects. Here, the same precept applies:
Generally speaking – and we will get back to this issue later on – mere dehydration alone can only ever be
a partial solution for overaged transformers.
Active systems:
- Miniature vacuum plants: These types of systems are problem-ridden for a number of different
reasons. To name just a few buzzwords: „distillation of the aromatics“; return of the unquieted to oil into the
transformer; oftentimes emulsion separation including overheating of the oil; complete degassing with gas
residue in the oil not measurable by DGA (dissolved gas analysis).
Partially degassing vacuum systems: Although these systems do not cause the loss of aromatics, they
leave a measurable gas residue clearly linkable, via nitrogen reference, to the DGA history. Emulsion
separation is achieved through freezing-out.
In summary, out experience has been as follows:
Bypass systems are suitable for drying transformers!
If properly designed, partially degassing systems are the solution of choice for three reasons: they work
without consumables; they keep the DGA history on a comparable level and at the same time reduce the
oxygen.
Therefore, these systems are the first choice both in terms of results and cost effectiveness.
Pure dehydration is only ever a partial solution as the degradation process will resume right away without
gas conditioning.

ACID / POLAR PRODUCTS

The best solution to correct this problem, which has found wide recognition in the meantime, is oil
regeneration using state-of-the-art systems which regenerate the transformers from the inside while
generating a minimum of waste.
It is a fact that this process is highly preferably over an oil change as it ensure intense cleaning of the
overall system, including removal of the deposits from the winding. Additional advantages:
No need to take the winding out of the oil – which may be particularly dangerous in case of soft paper
insulations.
can be done on-line, i.e. no downtime costs, and is uncritical if the oil is returned via the expansion vessel
for quieting.
- lower costs
- resource protection
- regenerated oil (requires inhibition) is at least as stable as new oil
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What remains is the ageing accelerator oxygen:
The easiest solution is the use of partially degassing systems which afford the following advantages:
The system remains an „open system“, i.e. the DGA history remains comparable
no problems with corrosive sulphur
-

no need for transformer modifications

-

resaturation possible at any time

The market also offers air sealing systems, especially for newer transformers. The retrofit systems most
recommended are those without rubber cell/membrane.

17.15 ECONOMIC EFFECTIVENESS
One of the usual arguments warning against the use of such systems is that they cost money and are
therefore supposedly not cost-effective.
Now even we engineers know that well invested money is an economic necessity.
It is therefore hard to understand why the financial experts continue using the lack of money as an
argument!!
It is easy to demonstrate that properly invested funds are highly cost-effective!
Which calculation bases can be used and where are major capital expenditure savings possible?
- postponement of reinvestments for the purchase of new transformers without increased operating
risks due to overageing
- planability of the required procurement investments
- flattening of reinvestment peaks
The savings in terms of capital expenditure require no further mention and are accompanied by:
- secure supply and operation
- voidance of downtime costs
- avoidance of image loss

%
ppm
mg
mg
KOH/g/
KV/2.5mm

Lifetime strength
Ud

O2
H2O

Particles

Furane
CO2

Normal lifetime consumption

NZ

Time axis
Appropriate measures maintain residual
lifetime strength and ensure admissible
operating data
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Treatment goal from a commercial point of view

substance without intervention
reinvestment without intervention
substance without intervention
reinvestment without intervention

DP/DP
€/€
CAPITAL ?

DELIVERY TIMES?

Time

TODAY
The previous foil attempts to translate the technical background of the preceding foil into a plain and simple
statement:
If matters are left to their own course without intervention, the following will happen:
Incalculable new investments!
- Are the required funds available or obtainable at short notice
- Are the required transformers even available for delivery at such short notice?
Obviously, the answer to the above questions lies in the green and blue lines:
Appropriate measures to adjust the ultimately inevitable new purchases to
CAPITAL INFLOW
and
DELIVERY TIMES
Other points of view requiring consideration and, ultimately, quantification:
Downtime costs:
Scheduled
Unscheduled
Image loss in case of unscheduled and possibly spectacular failures
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17.16 EXAMPLE
An industrial plant:
Comparison of preservation versus new procurement:
The next foil shows the results of a commercial calculation –
The result is obvious: Preservation measures, even when considered from a purely commercial point of
view in terms of depreciation and interest earnings, will yield a profit, calculated over a period of 5 years, of
approx.
1 MILLION EUROS

2005
-166.667
0
0

2006
-166.667
0
-50.000

2007
-166.667
-20.000
-50.000

2008
-166.667
-30.000
-50.000

2009
-166.667
-40.000
-50.000

Summe
-833.333
-90.000
-200.000

0

0

0

0

0

0

Ergebnis

-166.667

-216.667

-236.667

-246.667

-256.667 -1.123.333

Differenz

-142.667

-189.067

-205.979

-213.444

-221.506

AfA
Reparaturen
Wartung
Zinsertrag

-972.661

Result: Variant 1 is to prefer!
The increased risks of Variant 1 – like discontinuity of plant, blackout of production etc. – are excluded
by this consideration
If the previous examples is extrapolated to the entire population of 34 transformers installed in that plant,
whereof 50% are in the lower substance range, the overall cost advantage achievable may be as high as
approx. 20 million Euros,
which is actually a fairly conservative estimate.
In contrast, the total sum of expenditures is only
approx. 1 million Euros
The result: 19 million Euros of unconventional profits!

Replacement costs, conservatively calculated:
6 Million Euros Substance:
Remaining operating time with intervention:
Total costs including downtimes, planning, etc.
Annual capital expenditures (5% interest)

< 50%
< 5 years
> 7 Million Euros
350,000 Euros

Preservation measures:
Regeneration, water/gas conditioning,
On-line gas monitoring, no downtimes

< 300,000 Euros

Remaining operating time:
(conservatively calculated – 5 x 350,000 Euros
The result:

)

10 years
3.5 million Euros
3.2 million Euros
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NB: All data stated herein were calculated very conservatively. The cost advantages achievable in reality
are actually much higher!
The examples could be continued ad infinitum, and the advantages which become evident in every single
case clearly show that preservation is a highly cost-effective variant of transformer asset management.
Benchmark data:
- Amortization of the expended capital
- Failure risk
- Solution to capital procurement and delivery time problems
Estimation of costs:

< 1 year
easy to calculate

Regeneration
Long-time preservation (> 5 years)

approx. 1.5 Euros / kg oil*
approx. 100.000 Euros* **

*Budget estimate, may differ in individual cases
** proratable at a factor of 1/1 - ¼, depending on population composition and condition
To use an exemplary calculation, the following results seem feasible for a population of 10 medium-power
transformers over a period of 5 years:
- 100 tons of oil requiring regeneration
- Estimated costs for preservation systems 1/3
- Total
Expenses per transformer
Expenses per transformer per year
- Replacement costs
- Capital expense per transformer
- Capital expense per transformer per year

150,000 Euros
300,000 Euros
450,000 Euros
45,000 Euros
9,000 Euros
approx

Cost advantage per 5 years per 10 transformers

10 Million Euros
250,000 Euros
50,000 Euros
2.05 Million Euros
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17.17 FINAL CONCLUSION

At that point, I would like to get back to the same issue which was addressed earlier in
my presentation of last year. Last year, more attention was given to the technical
background, whereas this year priority was given to financial considerations.
It has been proven without a doubt that the capital expenditure advantages alone make
substance preservation a highly-cost effective measure which at the same time yields
considerable profits in terms of reliable operation and security of supply.
In addition to killing two birds with a stone, substance preservation will also allow a better
handle on the following:
Please remember: this calculation covers only capital expenditures, no matter how
impressive the results!
LET‟S NO FORGET COSTS LIKE:
For power plant transformers:
downtime costs
per day??
For industrial transformers:
production losses
Damages to the plants
For mains transformers:
Claims for damages
General:
Image loss

= 0.1 - 1 million Euros
= ?????
= ?????
= ?????
= ?????

QUESTION
CAN WE REALLY, WITH ANY SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY, AFFORD TO LIVE WITH THAT MANY
QUESTION MARKS?
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18 DON‟T TRUST YOUR LAB
Abstract
Remember those famous words coined by Lenin:
“Trust is something good, control is better”
Based on DGA and oil quality data, → important and cost intensive decisions
or worse yet, not made, because the data do not reflect the real situation of a
transformer.
Most customers are convinced that they have to believe in the test protocol.
However, “to believe” is forbidden, at least in the world of technicians and engineers.
Believing means “not knowing”.
No actions based on “not knowing”, which would be tantamount to playing the roulette
tables rather than working with facts based on experts‟ technology.
There are certain control values which provide us with valid information about the quality
of the work done in the lab.
1. Check of logics
2. Correctness of physics
3. N2 the most important control value.
This inert gas parties not involved in any of the transformer‟s chemical reactions and can
saturate only up to its maximum degree of saturation of about 65-70 000 ppm. In open,
breathing transformers, this value will be reached within a range of 4 weeks to 6 months,
depending on the “openness factor” (defined in an actual Gatron paper); whereas in
sealed-type systems, this period until saturation is reached may take anywhere between
6 months and 10 years.
But apart from systems with pressurized N2 blankets, maximum saturation can never
exceed the physical maximum, and cannot really fluctuate over the years (without any
treatment)
“openness factor”, we would prefer to use an “exchange factor”
which covers all transformer types, i.e. the sealed ones and the open ones, and may
have a range from 0.0… to 10.
Hence, the N2 value a valuable control value: If this value is not logical in the protocol, it
would be a natural consequence to distrust the entire measurement.
O2 plays a very important role and must be logical as well.
The atmospheric gases are not to neglect,
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but since they provide good quality control on the one hand and urgently needed
information for a better understanding of the gas contents and the gassing behavior in a
transformer on the other hand, it is imperative to have correct and reliable measurements
of the N2 and O2 values. In the following we will present examples to prove these
experiences and to also show cross-connections which can found between oil quality
tests and DGA. Understanding this background and using this knowledge, i.e. early and
precise information about a transformer‟s condition, will usually render a clear early
warning about a transformer‟s deteriorating condition
Sufficient time for timely reaction and avoidance of losses or even the occurrence
of dangerous events.
The different (but in both cases incomplete) understanding of these facts by the ASTM
and IEC standards makes matters more difficult, but the point is: to the extent the
standards provide correct or even useful help for a better understanding of the physics,
they also deserve being discussed and taken into account with an open mind.
These new approaches, which may in future also be play an important part for
better and improved standards, will also be referred to in the topics discussed
herein.
Before evaluating any measurement, it is important to clarify the physical limits
which cannot be violated
18.1 GAS SATURATION

Every gas which is produced or has diffused in transformer oil has a natural saturation
point which, logically, is the maximum possible value which can be found in an oil.
Although this issue should not even merit a discussion, it is nonetheless a fact that
values are obtained on a daily basis which are out of every range.
Also, certain combinations are physically impossible. It is on the other hand a strange
fact that there are no tables available which show the maximum saturation of the
different gases. Chemists recommend the use of the Oswald coefficient, which gives a
more or less indicative value. It is a fact that the maximum values for N2 and O2 cannot
exceed 75 000*ppm and 27 000 ppm.
Especially N2, due to its nature as an inert gas, ultimately depends only on the
atmospheric pressure. Which means that a range between 60-80 000 appears to be the
maximum tolerable bandwidth we can accept. Highly strange would a pattern where the
N2 content is heavily reduced from one measurement to the next.
* Exception for transformers with pressurized nitrogen blanket
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18.2 EXAMPLES
18.2.1 TABLE 1

H2, O2 and N2 patterns in an open breathing transformer over the years without any treatments!

A glance at this table reveals rather strange data combinations (12/11/2003 and 16/02/, which can
be considered anywhere between very strange and completely nonsensical (08/05/2010). It is also
interesting to note that the data with the least logical N2 and O2 values also exhibit an H2 value
which is correspondingly higher.
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Date & Time
06-10-04
24-01-05
30-05-05
27-08-05

11:46
09:12
09:16
15:00

Sample
Status
A
A*
A
V

Oxygen
1610
1840
1220
18100

Impossible

Nitrogen
179000
53000
62100
61900

GEORG DAEMISCH
M.SC.EE

Dissolved Gas Concentrations (vpm)
Hydrogen
CO
CO2
Methane Ethylene
0
50.6
29.7
37

125
511
904
1230

454
2540
2350
2010

1.7
7.1
10.2
8.66

1.22
1.13
2.86
0.575

Ethane
1.46
6.92
16.9
3.76

Acetylene
0
0
1.7
0.169

Gas
%
24.3
7.24
6.45
8.66

Nonsense

The table above shows two indications, that there must be mistrusted to that Lab. A
value of about 180 000 ppm N2 and therefore 24% gas content is something physically
impossible, and printing three digits behind the decimal point makes obvious a complete
lack of practical experience, especially keeping in mind, that for the DGA data a
tolerance of 18% is accepted

In the table 3 a special frustrating phenomena is obvious:
Samples of every transformer sent to three different laboratories.
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Always three lines counted from above refer to samples of the same transformer.
really the identical transformer?
The second Lab lacks the atmospheric gases, No GO.
All transformers are of the open breathing type. None of these transformers had
undergone any degassing treatment before taking the sample at the same time!
Now the customer must take a decision!
Are the transformers wet, as shown by b and c- Lab?
In good condition as lab a shows?
Needs Nr6 urgent oil change or regeneration?
If we look in the O2 and N2 data of 3-8, which Physics is behind the results of Lab a?
How such a combination of the two gases could occur?
18.2.2 THE RESULT

Mistrust the Lab with the strange O2 and N2
the other two Labs find a least elevated gas contents, were Lab a has no such
indications.
So it seems another time justified to insist in having the
atmospheric gases, were N2 is a perfect control value (as an inert gas) and O2 a
necessary indicator of ageing processes.
If we look in the pattern of the fault gases, how we should interpret this, what are
helping tools like IEC relations, Duval triangle etc., if the data base is floating in
such a way?
It is often argued, that it is useful to use always the same people, the same lab etc. in
order to have comparable (even, if wrong,) results. The above shows, that we are finally
consequently wrong informed
and eventually the target, to get information about the condition
Fails also consequently.
18.2.3 CONCLUSION OF THIS CHAPTER

We can and must insist, that the data produced by the laboratory process (or any other
process also) are true measured data, which have acceptable comparability, repeatability
and reliability.
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18.3 INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

Having hopefully correct measured values, the next step is to interpret the results.
The interpretation should give us three possible results:
18.3.1 THE TRANSFORMER IS IN HEALTHY CONDITION
18.3.2 THE TRANSFORMER IS NOT IN HEALTHY CONDITION
18.3.3 THE TRANSFORMER IS IN FAULTY CONDITION

One could say, that 18.3.2 and 18.3.3 are the same condition, but this is not the
fact.
Not always is a “not faulty condition” also a sound condition.
Typically this condition is found in aged transformers, often taking sample at low
temperature. Therefore the BDV is ok, water content is ok, acidity is elevated. Looking in
the DGA, no fault gas (at least without violating any limits) is found, but the O2 content
is low, the CO and CO2 are increased.
Such a transformer may be in fast ageing deterioration condition with a life time preview
of less, than 5 years. Or/and there are some low gas indications, which seem not
significant or dangerous.
Example:
An interbus coupler 220/110kV has about 20 ppm Acetylene and 100-200ppm Hydrogen.
The Lab interprets this data as harmless: “The C2H2 comes from the leaking diverter
switch and the H2 is accumulated due to low exchange with atmosphere”.
O2 (24119 ppm) and N2 (67 442) data, = high
the real gas production of H2 and C2H2 is much higher
The OLTC is very seldom (once a week) operated and therefore the production of the
switching gases there very low.
Finally the identical brother, which had even lower values had failed due to an
interturn fault. It is very dangerous to trust to such interpretations.
The final balance of a gas content is always a result of production and loss to
atmosphere.
Re-saturation measurements published by Gatron with
On-Line DGA
Show a 1-10 range of the exchange between different transformers of open
breathing type
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Re-saturation times for closed type between month and years.
So understanding these facts, the final absolute value of a gas in a transformer is highly
relative!
In every case since Acetylene is the most dangerous gas, which can found in a
transformer, it is never acceptable to trust to the interpretation that the diverter switch
tank may have a leakage,
may be or not may be!
“may be” is not an engineering attempt,
at least at the next OLTC inspection it must be checked and the
“may be” converted to true facts!
The below shown 3 graphs (with permission from Gatron Dr. Bräsel) presented in an
actual Cigre paper give a clear picture of this background.
the exchange factor with atmosphere varies only for open breathing transformers from 1
to 10 and if we include the closed type ones we will come to a factor on 1 to 1000,
The same gas content in two different transformers can have a complete different
meaning.
To come in any way to an acceptable diagnosis a lot of evaluation methods were
invented, but the results remained often very weak and unclear.
Accepting in addition unreliable or incomplete taken or measured data, we are
finally completely lost!
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Also the difference between healthy and not healthy condition need to be observed and
controlled. To understand the difference correct and complete data are necessary!
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Example:

Looking in the oil data, we see now more significant data:

Trusting on the results in red, where no atmospheric gases are indicated, the customer
may be quiet, because there is no faulty condition.
Looking deeper in the black values his sleep may be much less quiet. In the first column
the differences between CO and CO2 may be caused, because the red values were
taken in a saturated condition, while the black ones are not saturated data. (see total gas
content/solution pressure) In the second column the things may be vice versa.
Interpreting the interpretable (black) values we find a not so convenient condition. The
transformer in the second column has a visible O2 consume, for nr. 1 it is not so clear,
even if CO and CO2 may give a serious hint to that.
The black data give also a indication for a certain back ground PD, at least at the first
one, probably also the second one.
Obviously the transformers had undergone an oil regeneration process, therefore the
basic oil data are good, apart of water content and BDV.
It seems that it was tried by oil treatment to reduce the water content and improve the
BDV.
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As typical this was not of success.
Under these view must be seen Furan values The values of nr.1 will also re-saturate to
the similar values as Nr.2.
Taking all these data together, the owner cannot sleep well.
These transformers are very near to their end, or must be kept under highly forced
preservation scheme.
18.3.4 THE CONCLUSION OF THIS CHAPTER IS

Only the complete and logic data together with understanding of the processes allows a
true diagnosis. The well known criteria and relations, Duval triangle and other tools will
not help us, if the data are not correct, but even if it is so, they must be complete in order
to understand the complete process. Also some misunderstanding must be kept left, like
oil data and DGA, which are kept apart, even they must be kept together and evaluated
together. Some values may be only understood seeing them as a whole.
18.4 CONSEQUENCES OF THE RESULTS:

Generally must be said, that if we don´t take consequences of our measured data, we should not
take them. After we have achieved to make the samples carefully and correctly, the next step is to
make careful and correct measurements, after that we must make a diagnosis, which must lead to
actions.
Coming back to the questions:
Healthy condition? Not healthy? Faulty?
We have above a typical example of a not healthy, but also not faulty condition.
If we look with the classical instruments in that results we can come even to the result,
the transformer may be in healthy condition,
if we use for example the Duval triangle we would not find a faulty condition. If we take the
sample at the cold transformer, leaving setting down a little the oil before BDV test,
we will find perfect sound conditions.
But:
The Diagnosis to be made in this case is absolute red alert!
The low Oxygen shows clearly fast deterioration, the water content the same, the fast recovering
of furans another time, the low BDV even in comparison to the water content, another time red
alert.
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18.5 CONCLUSION:

This transformer a absolute low limit substance.
Without doing something, the remaining life time is
less, than five years,
apart of the fact, that this transformer cannot work inside the accepted limits i.e. of BDV
Here remains to take urgently decisions:
Starting immediately the replacement process,
because this process must be calculated to need about 3 years.
Going to preservation schemes, having a spare in back
Making a well based fleet health condition assessment and based on this a long
term health care plan for the complete fleet.
Only reliable and complete data can be used for well based diagnosis and therapy.
So we must insist, that laboratories, On-site, On-Line or any other measurement or
monitoring system must deliver complete, reliable, controllable and repeatable
results.
The today challenges are much more complex as maybe 20 years ago, we have not only
to distinguish, whether a transformer is faulty or not.
The task today is additionally not only the answer to technical questions.
We have to look always in the financial background,
The owners of the grids and plants are mostly crude investors without any technical
understanding.
So we have to “translate” the technical data in terms of investment and reinvestment.
To be fit for that we cannot work on terms like
“believe” or other weak based arguments.
We have to give clear and precise indications:
We have to give “If that, than happens this” reaction chains.
This can only done and transferred in a really serious and convincing way, if we
have
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19 WORKSHOP ON TRANSFORMERS TOOLBOX
19.1 EVALUATION TABLE

Caution! This table is not intended as a precise and always true tool for first practical understanding, it is
tentative and should give a first, but rough overall picture. In case of critical decisions a more deep
investigation is required.
19.2 TABLE OF RESULTS

This will be used for showing a fast and clear understanding of the condition of complete
populations
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19.3 CHECK LIST
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Using this checklist as a base for further evaluation and condition assessment
19.4 THE TREATMENT
TRANSFORMER CONDITIONING SYSTEMS
ARE NEEDED TO:
Keep the actual substantial condition
extent the life time and/or improve reliability.
The system removes the feared ageing
accelerators water, oxygen and particles.
Break Down Voltage (BDV) will be restored.
The long term reliability and electric strength will
be restored or maintained
The low oxygen
deterioration.

content

stops

ageing

Keep even transformers with a remaining life time
strength below 50%, which have normally a very
limited utile life under 5 years,
for 5-15 years longer in service, without
jeopardizing the reliability of service and energy
supply to the customer.
Regeneration, in case of aged oil typically with a
acidity nr. 0.1 and above. Or interfacial tension
below 20.
This process will be normally applied 1-max two
times in a transformers life.
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20 TRANSFORMER AGEING TREATMENT CONSERVATION
20.1 INTRODUCTION
For treatment of transformers classically the so called “OIL TREATMENT PLANTS” are recommended.
As the name clearly says, it is ONLY for OIL TREATMENT!
These plants have only two purposes:
1. Filling of new transformers with vacuum using drying and degassing before filling (tank to tank)
2. Refilling after repair and cleaning the transformer oil from contamination, which may be happened under
repair.
These plants are NOT DESIGNED OR USEFUL FOR TRANSFORMER TREATMENT!
(High vacuum and heat are destructive for the oil in long term or repeated processes)
Following systems are available for treatment of aged transformer oils
“OIL REGENERATION PLANTS”
These plants work with so called Molecular Sieves (Fullers Earth) for retaining acids and other ageing
products.
There are two processes used:
1. Regeneration of aged oil tank to tank, this process requires only one cycle.
2. Regeneration of aged oil in the transformer tank. This process needs normally 3-6 cycles. In that case, a
major part of the ageing products inside the transformer will be washed out by the new clean oil.
If the process is made On-line at least a last flushing process must be made OFF-line in order to avoid
building of flashover bridges in the parts of high electrical fields. A reinhibiting must be included!
This process is to preferred against new oil filling.
Following treatments are required for the aged transformer:
1. Reducing of water content in cellulose
2. Gas conditioning,
3. Reducing Oxygen and Nitrogen and thus reaching homogenization of oil filling
4. Particle filtering
AD 1. Reducing of water content in cellulose is a long term process due to the limited diffusion of water
from cellulose to oil
AD 2. Gas conditioning is a permanent process
AD 3. Reducing Oxygen and Nitrogen and thus reaching homogenization of oil filling
AD 4. Particle filtering is a permanent process
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20.2 SOLUTION
For long term or permanent treatments only processes are allowed, which do not deteriorate or jeopardize
the oil quality by high vacuum and/or heat or by filtering the good components out of the oil filling.
Therefore only specially developed processes can be used.
The complete unit must be designed to work in remote unmanned substations in a self secure manner.
Special treatment Systems were developed to meet all these tasks.
Features:

- No oil deterioration
- To be installed with transformer in service
- Rugged stand-alone design
- Remote control
- Volumetric control of water
- Continuous gas conditioning
- High grade particle filtering

The company offering the system should have a large experience and provide the necessary consulting
aid in this complicated matter! Only this will lead to success!
In the following, we show a documentation of a population of 34 industrial transformers, all reports are
shown by courtesy of a customer.
1. The Emergency room
4 sheets showing the development of water content and Breakdown voltage
2. Long term conservation
shows a typical history if DGA (dissolved Gas Analysis) Furan analysis etc.
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Oil test results Jahr 99/00 (E.S. / Water)
E. S..
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42

Oil test results Year 2001 (E.S. / water)
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93
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Oil test results Year 2002 (Ud / Water)
E.S.
20kV
30ppm

30kV
20pp
m

50kV
10ppm

70kV

MN2 MN3 MN4 MN7 MN8
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Oil test results Year 2003 (Ud / water)

Ud
70kV

Oil test results Year 2003 (Ud
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DEVELOPEMENT OF THE BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE WITH BY-PASS-PLANT

By-pass-plant

Ud

Oil treatment

70kV
without by-pass-plant

30kV

E.S.
Without treatment

20kV
Furfurol

Ageing lifetime
20.3 DGA RESULTS
The following sheets show the results of Dissolved Gas Analysis (DGA) of typical conservation treatments
with professional conditioning system. The documentation shows clearly, that only the combination of
water removal and gas conditioning lead to the correct conservation of the remaining substance (remaining
life-time strength).
The DGA results also show, that only the long term slow treatment obtains really a long term stable result.
The use of short term oil treatments (less, than 3-6 months) makes no sense. The frequently used high
vacuum systems are dangerous and negative to the oil quality.
It is also obvious, that only water removal alone is not sufficient, since the gas conditioning is a
indispensable factor of the conserving treatment.
Therefore, absorber systems are not the solution at all!
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The transformer of 35,4 MVA/33kV shown in the following sheets was installed in 1969 and has been
working continuously at 80-100% load in a electrolysis plant.
Between 1998 and 2000 it was tried, without success, to improve the insufficient breakdown voltage using
a classical oil treatment
The furanic contents showed a DP-value of about 400. All facts together would have forced to replace the
transformer in short term

50
40
30
20
Oil treatment

Ja
n0
4

Ja
n0
1

Ja
n0
0

Ja
n9
8

Ja
n9
9

Wassergehalt

Ja
n0
3

Conservation

Water0content

Ja
n0
2

10

Linear (Wassergehalt)
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100
75
50
25

Durchschlagspannung

Ja
n-0
4

Ja
n-0
3

Ja
n-0
2

Ja
n-0
1

Ja
n-0
0

Conservation

Ja
n-9
9

Ja
n-9
8

Breakdown
0
Voltage
kV/2,3mm/20
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5
4
3
2

Furanic
1
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4

Conservation

Ja
n0
3

Ja
n0
2

Ja
n0
1

Ja
n0
0

Ja
n9
9

Ja
n9
8

0

Linear (Massenanteil w)

These sheets show that it was possible to keep the break down voltage high (between 60-over 80kV) and
the water content low until the present day.
The reduction of furanic contents means that the production of furans was highly restricted and the
therefore the DP-Value remains stable.
This fact was confirmed by another similar transformer, where paper samples could be analyzed and
proved that from the start of the treatment the DP-value was kept stable.
The following two examples of two 20MVA (1981) transformers of same design, age and working
conditions are very significant. Both transformers started in 1998, more or less under the same values of
DP, water and breakdown voltage.
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Both transformers had and still have a conservable substance (DP around 500).
The high O2 consume and water production in K099 shows a fast deterioration without treatment.
K098 seems more stable, but without conservation the values tend to worse also.
DGA RESULTS ON LINE GAS MONITORING K099
Concentration of dissolved gases in oil
Trafo K099
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DGA RESULTS AND FURAN CONTENTS K099
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DGA RESULTS OF WATER CONTENT K099
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DGA RESULTS OF BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE K099
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DGA RESULTS FO FURAN CONTENTS K098
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DGA RESULTS OF WATER CONTENT K098
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20.4 RESULTS OF CONSERVATION
The above examples show that it is possible to conserve the substance of aged transformers and keep the
legal values of breakdown voltage and water content.
It is also possible to conserve the DP-value, but in order to achieve this
WATER CONTENT AND GAS CONDITIONING TREATMENT
must be used together, therefore simple absorption driers are only a limited solution, since the
deterioration of DP is still happening, even, if the water content was reduced below 2% in cellulose.

TYPICAL AGEING CURVES WITHOUT CONSERVATION

%
ppm
mg
mg
KOH/g/
KV/2.5mm

Residual endurance
BVD

Particles
Acidity

O2
H2O

Furans
CO2
Time axis

Normal lifetime consumption

Deterioration
of
residual
endurance
after design
life cycle

No useful
residual
endurance left

The following sheet shows the successful conservation of a population of 34 transformers, where it was
possible to keep all transformers, which in 1998 where not in a suitable condition, more than 5 years in
reliable and legally accepted service and process is still working perfectly. At the present moment analysis
results show that the condition and substance of all transformers allows to keep them in service for at least
5 years more!!.
The customer is therefore in the position to delay a reinvestment of 15 Mio Euro now 5 years and
probably even further 5 years.
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20.5 TRANSFORMER POPULATION MANAGEMENT (TPM)
%
ppm
mg
mg
KOH/g/
KV/2,5mm

Residual endurance
Particles

Breakd. V

O2

Furans

H2O

Acidity

CO2

Time axis

Normal lifetime consumption

The use of appropriate measures will
preserve residual endurance and ensure
the admissible operational
characteristics
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* e x c h a n ge wi th M N2 fo r e x te n d e d o p e ra ti n g p h a s e s
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21 TRANSFORMER-OIL RECLAIMING
Heavily aged oils, especially acid ones harm the transformers residual life time and must be changed or
better regenerated. The regeneration is the technical improved process, because the transformer will be
flushed with the cleaned and high solvent active oil base. Therefore a bigger part of the ageing products in
the windings will be solved and the transformer cleaned to a certain extent .
Furthermore
-no waste
-no tanks
Better costs
On-line versus OFF- line treatment
Some people argue, that the regeneration must be made under hot condition, this is true, on the other
hand the solved polar particles can kept in zones of high field and form flashover bridges.
At least the final flushing process must performed in OFF-line condition in order to flush these particles
truly out!
Results:
Regnerated oil is often more stable than new one, because it is defined treated.

After Treatment
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Outlet of the plant/Inlet
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22 TPM - TRANSFORMER POPULATION MANAGEMENT
ABSTRACT
THE TASK:
-

Today‟s transformer population is over-aged

-

Individual residual life?

-

Large quantities of technical data!

-

There are many sampling and monitoring systems and conservation methods

.
However, they are difficult to evaluate and they do not provide the asset manager with the
necessary tools for optimizing his assets from not only a technical point of view but from an
economical perspective as well.
Transformer Population Management or TPM is an integrated system, which considers the current age of
each transformer in the population (based on the data already existing or to be collected) along with the
necessary measures for assuring technically sound and acceptable operating conditions that will assure
that the transformer will be reliable for it‟s remaining life. Information is needed about how the transformer
is to be operated in certain parts of the grid or plant. For example, if transformers of a certain voltage level
are intended to be phased out, it makes little sense to buy new transformers; the existing ones have to be
conserved till the last part of this grid is out of service.
All these parameters have to be observed and set together in a long term planning of conservational
measures, replacing cycles and investment coordination, corrected regularly by new data of a technical
and economical nature.
Examples of industrial and utility systems will be presented.

22.1 GENERAL
TPM, Transformer Population Management is at the present stage not a sophisticated computer
program providing comprehensive figures and diagrams showing the situation of your transformers at the
push of a button, giving advice and making decisions. We are not sure if we will ever get to that stage. The
issue of survival with overaged transformer populations remains too complex for an automatic program.
Also, very belatedly the users and utilities came to understand that there would be a problem coming up,
which was neglected in the stormy times of mergers, deregulation, liberalisation, etc.
An economist has calculated that if the actual cycle of replacement of transformers were to remain the
same as today, transformers would have to reach
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22.2 A LIFE TIME OF MORE THAN 100 YEARS!!!!!
We technicians know that that is impossible, even if a standard sentence often to be heard is, "we had no
transformer problems for the past 30 years, and therefore
22.3 WE THINK THAT TRANSFORMERS ARE NOT AN ASSET TO CARE FOR???
This is the same silly thinking as to presume that after driving a car 100 000 km without any maintenance,
it will keep going for another 100 000 km or more. The situation is worse than most people seem to be
aware of.
THERE ARE A COUPLE OF FACTS TO RECKON WITH:
The majority of the transformers are over 30 years old, which means that design life time was long
exceeded.
- The production capacity in the transformer factories has dropped dramatically.
- Most remaining factories are actually working at the top of their capacity.
- Expertise and know-how has been lost in the past few years by producers and the customers.
- The new transformers are clearly designed for shorter life cycles.
The actual energy flow in the deregulated market now burden transformers to their full capacity or
sometimes even more.
THE OVERALL RESULT OF THAT FACT IS:
Only a carefully implemented procedure can deal with limited financial resources, extended delivery times,
and the political pressure for sound and secure energy supply.
The asset manager, if taking his responsibility seriously, must have a clear picture of the condition of the
transformers, the priorities for maintenance and replacement. Always with a clear look to optimized cost
and investment planning.
This also means that he must avoid being driven by unforeseeable isolated incidents while loosing
sigh of the complete situation!!
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22.4 START TPM CONTRACT
Since the TPM procedure is a long term co-operation between the customer and the consulting entity, a
suitable contract should be achieved, in order to have the necessary continuity to meet the target.
1A. PRELIMINARY LISTING BASED ON EXISTING HISTORICAL DATA
There normally exists a more or less comprehensive data base of oil test protocols and DGA results, which
can be used to make a first survey and evaluation of the population, based on the ageing indicators. Since
up to now there are no values available giving a direct and reliable indication of the ageing condition of a
transformer, all indicators must be viewed together, and finally concluded into practical results.
The indicators are:
-

Water content

-

Acidity and oil condition

-

Oxygen consumption (i.e. CO and CO2)

-

Furan content

-

Particles

-

BDV

By evaluating these data, a first rough condition assessment is possible. Generally it must be said that a
more differentiated classification going beyond the following 4 categories make not much sense and seem
rather unfeasible, since the above mentioned indicators are just that, indicators and nothing else, and
cannot be used as precise data.
These categories are:
- New
- Reduced
- Highly reduced, but conservable
- No conservable remaining life strength left
Similar categories can be found in other publications also. For the customer is important to know whether
or not some conservable life remains. In the latter case, only the controlled use until replacement is
advisable. If the transformer can and should be conserved, it must be kept in mind that the curve of loss of
life strength is exponential, or, in other words, even a 60% evaluation can provide a very short time window
for necessary measures, if the transformer needs be kept in service for a longer term.
The following picture illustrates this ageing behaviour. The important point here is obvious:
If the red zone "B" is reached, the percentage of residual life strength is
much less, in view of the fact that it will be lost dynamically! If the user has the intention of keeping these
transformers in reliable service for more than about 5 years, the necessary measures must be
implemented now! Partial or complete loss of life strength cannot be recovered, due to the factor of
depolimerization. There is no method or treatment which allows “repolimerization”!
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TPM- EVALUATION OF DATA
%
ppm
mg
mg
KOH/g/
KV/2.5mm

Residual endurance
Particles

BVD

Acidity
O2
H2O

Furans
CO2
Time axis

Normal lifetime consumption

A

Deterioration
of
residual
endurance
after design
life cycle

B

No useful
residual
endurance left

C
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22.5 TPM FLOW DIAGRAM
1B COMPLEMENTARY DATA
As obvious from Figure 3, it is mostly the initial data which must be regarded as incomplete, and typically it
is indispensable to get more reliable and complete data. In this paper, we won‟t go into too much detail on
how to obtain these data, because that would take a separate presentation. Here, we will only give some
brief indications on how to proceed:
- water content.
- acidity and oil condition.
- oxygen consumption
- furan content.
- particles.
- BDV

Via On-line, FDS or PDC
Oil test
(i.e. CO and CO2). On-line gas
monitoring (resaturation curves)
Oil test
Oil test
Oil test

2. TPM List of Priority

Once acceptable and reliable data are available, the "non-technical" aspects must be determined. These
aspects must be communicated by the customer and cover mainly the lifetime expectancy for the whole
plant where the transformer is installed.
Alternatives are:
A - the plant/substation should work indefinitely,
B - there is a fixed date when the plant/substation will be shut down
C - it is uncertain whether the plant/substation will be shut down in the near future, later on, or even
…..not at all
D - there is no truly definite time window for shutdown
AFor all transformers with indefinite lifetimes in use in plants/substations, a condition-based planning of
coordinated replacement with investment optimization should be implemented.
A typical example is a population of 100 transformers, all of them in a condition and at an age where
replacement will be indispensable within the next 5 years at the latest. That means a replacement cycle of
20 transformers per year. Apart from the delivery situation of the industry, this means that a heavy short
term investment.
If it were possible, due to conserving measures, to extend the useful lifetime of the last transformers to be
replaced up to 15 years, the yearly replacement would come down to 5-7 units per year, without the need
to respond immediately to unforeseen situations. Instead it would be possible to react flexibly to changes in
delivery or financial situation without the pressure of having transformers in unacceptable condition.
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BIf there is a fixed date for shut-down, the measures would be limited to maintenance for that time while the
necessary reliability and security data and the applied measures could be implemented at a lower level.
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Colour coding:
Red: These transformers should, in their current condition, be operated only while under treatment, in
order to maintain operational safety and/or to safely control any further deterioration caused by the ongoing
ageing process.
Yellow: Regular operation if given treatment for a period of 3-6 months per year, while alternating with
other transformers during these treatment intervals, which will be required to keep these transformers in
their current condition.
White: Preventive treatment for a period of 3-6 months per year in order to keep these transformers in their
current condition is highly advisable or has to be initiated once the values begin to deteriorate.
Green: These transformers require no immediate action, although interventions will become necessary as
soon as the values start to deteriorate. If all transformers were marked green, a preventive circulation of
the treated units at cycles of 3-4 months would be a sensible conservation measure.
C.
This is typically the case in plants where, due to factors like energy prices, raw materials /sales prices or
similar, the survival at a certain place is insecure and depends on the decision of management in a 2-4
year period. Under these conditions, consistent conservation is indispensable, because for as long as the
assets are expected to continue working, they must be in serviceable condition. Otherwise the necessary
investments will be a reason for reverting that the decision, or for shutting down the plant due to the fact
that the equipment not in workable technical condition. This situation differs completely from that outlined
under "A" and "B". In a case like that, all possible means of conserving the units must be implemented.
D.
Basically it is the same situation as under "C", with very similar consequences. A typical case is the
German 220 kV grid, which is intended to be deleted. This may be a time frame of 10 years or more, but it
makes no sense to invest in new transformers or in costly repairs. In that case, all conserving measures
will be highly cost effective!
Taking into account all of the above mentioned factors, the list of priorities can be finalized and taken to the
next step, i.e. the list of treatments.

22.6 TPM - LIST OF TREATMENTS
Before we talk about the various treatments available, it must first be clarified which treatment is necessary
and why. The main target of any treatment is to get rid of the ageing accelerators, i.e.:
-

water
acidity (polar products)
particles
oxygen

Treatment against water is always a long term process, oxygen treatment is at least a semi-permanent
process, and treatment against particles is the same. Treatment against acidity and polar products is a
short term process which is normally done once in the entire lifetime of a transformer.
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The following systems are available:
1. Short term off-line systems
For water treatment, short term systems like oil spray or/and low frequency are available, lately even onsite vapour phase plants. All these systems are not recommended for aged transformers for several
reasons. Since such treatments will necessarily have an impact on the remaining polymerization factor, it is
unacceptable to lose even more of the already reduced life strength. Additionally, these systems are very
costly and require shutdown for a certain period of time. Oil treatment plants are in no way a solution, since
it is impossible to reduce the water content at short term with such plants.
2. Passive driers based on cellulose or molecular sieves
Passive driers on cellulose base are normally not effective, with the exception of systems with special
temperature and flow control. MS-systems work as dryers, but there may be some side effects
compromising oil quality. For maintaining the BDV and water content data, they may in fact be a workable
solution, provided no long term conservation is required.
3. Combined active degassing and drying
There are different systems on the market, mostly high vacuum plants based on traditional oil treatment
plants. These systems are not acceptable for several reasons: Applying high vacuum on a long term basis
will be destructive on the oil and is dangerous, due to non-settled oil going back to the transformer. Heat
for emulsion separation is another deterioration factor for the oil.
An acceptable, even ideal solution for long term conservation are plants with moderate vacuum,
without vacuum pumps, as they have no influence on oil quality while leaving 20-30% of total gas
content for secure DGA evaluation.
Since these systems automatically keep the oxygen and nitrogen content low, the necessary gas
conditioning is included.
Acidity and polar products
Up until today, some people keep recommending oil changes for that purpose, even claiming that this
would help against water also. The latter statement is simply wrong, and certainly only the second best
solution for conservation of transformers with regard to acidity and ageing products.
The use of a modern regeneration plant with molecular sieves and final reinhibition of the regenerated oil is
currently the best solution for that part of conservation. Sometimes are recommended ion exchangers for
dealing with acidity. This can be only a partly solution, because the cleaning effect of the reiterated passes
of the clean oil base will be missed.
Passive gas conditioning
It is possible to seal open conservator transformers against atmospheric ingress using classic diaphragm
or bag systems, which would solve at least the oxygen problem. Newly available are "virtual" systems
which can be easily implemented without high costs or changes to transformer design. For aged
transformers, this is the solution typically adopted.
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22.7 TPM – TREATMENT PLAN
The above-listed technical possibilities must now be viewed in relationship to the non-technical conditions
in order to determine the scope of measures needed. I.e. the range of measures will go from a simple
passive drier for short-term improvement of BDV and water content, all the way to keeping a transformer in
service to the extent of regeneration, and keeping it under permanent gas conditioning, if the required task
is to keep a weak, highly aged transformer in service for as long as possible.
Taking into account all of these factors, the necessary treatment systems and services must be purchased
and applied according to a long term scheduled treatment plan, in order to maintain the transformer‟s
entire condition as required by the customer. Apart of short term treatments like regeneration, the
necessary long term treatment systems must be distributed over the population. For example, combined
drying and gas conditioners will be needed at a ratio of 1/1 to ¼, this means one system for between 1 and
4 transformers max., depending of condition and size of the transformers.

22.8 TPM- TREATMENT PLAN ADJUSTMENT

Once the plan is fixed, regular control and adjustment of the systems purchased and installed is required.
We recommend a six-month cycle for taking oil test and DGA samples to control data development.
Complementary on-line monitoring systems are recommended, especially in critical cases, where e.g.
transformers must be kept in service until replacement even with low life strength, or were conditions must
be observed to note any deterioration of problematic conditions.
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22.9 TPM- EXAMPLES
Aluminium smelter
- Start of procedure:
- No. of transformers:
- Size of transformers
- Age
- Overall condition:
- Task

1999
34
20-150 MVA
6-35 years
see Figure 7
Recovery and maintenance of acceptable data followed by long
term conservation, avoiding replacement even of the oldest units.

History:
1999 starting with 10 combined gas conditioners and on-line dryer (ratio 1/3).
2001 all transformers have reached acceptable BDV and water content data.
2002 start of long-term conservation management.
2004/5 improvement of the conservation system at a ratio of ½ and upgrading of some younger
transformers to closed design.
2006 scheduling of regeneration for transformers with an acidity content above 0.1 and scheduling of an
increased number of conservation systems. It is obvious from the oil tests and from a paper sample test
that the depolimerization situation could have been kept at a highly
stable level. The transformers not
in acceptable situation in 1999 can be run at a highly satisfactory level of BDV and other key data. The
evaluation of the data shows that apart from one or two transformers, the major part of the transformers
can be kept in service for the next 5-6 years without restrictions.
In other words, a total re-investment of about 15 million Euros was postponed for more than 7 years for the
time being, with an investment for conservation measures of less than 1 million Euros. Assuming an
internal interest rate of 5%, 750 000€/year, the complete procedure was “in the pink” after less than 1.5
years, and this is for the capital costs saved only! Even if only the mid-term vision of plant life can be
realized at that point, it will be possible to maintain an acceptable reinvestment cycle of one or two units
per year.
Remark:
In this case it is difficult to evaluate the long-term vision of that plant‟s life. On the one hand, location
together with the biggest roller plant in Europe and the excellent quality produced provide valid arguments
for keeping the plant running. On the other hand, incalculable energy costs may force a shut down for that
reason. The issue will keep coming up for decision at a 2-year cycle.
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22.10 TPM- EXAMPLES FINANCIAL EFFECT
The conclusion is that investments must be kept to the lowest level possible, while the assets must be kept
in a serviceable condition without technical or legal restrictions in order to avoid the risk of shutdown for
technical reasons, even if management decides to keep on going. Consistent conservational management
is the most cost effective way to solve that task.
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The initial condition is shown before. The result is that one transformer has to be replaced as no life
strength is left. For the two first transformers, which have low life strength, reliable service had to be
ensured up to 2009, after which the units would have had to be shut down due to the boiler license running
out. The first schedule was based on a shutdown of this unit in 2005.
The solution was for conservation of the units, with in the sequence as shown in the next pages:
22.11 TPM- EXAMPLES INDUSTRIAL POWER PLANT

First conservation plan:
The schedule now requires adoption since the transformers MTR1 and MTR2 will be kept in service till
2009.
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22.12 TPM- EXAMPLES COMBINED HEATING AND GENERATING PLANT

The whole plant is 30 years old and a shutdown was planned. In the meantime it was decided to keep the
two blocks in service for at least ten more years.
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22.13 TPM- EXAMPLES CONCLUSION

CONDITION-BASED MAINTENANCE is possible only if there is reliable knowledge of the condition
THE MAINTENANCE TARGETS MUST BE DEFINED prior to deciding about any measures
THERE IS AN ESTABLISHED PROCEDURE showing how best to adjust Investment capital to meet the
required targets

TPM PROCEDURE IS ALWAYS A LONG TERM PROCESS.
SPENDING MONEY IS NOT SPOILING MONEY!
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23 OAE - OPTIMIZED ASSET EXPLOITATION
Introduction:
Purchasing transformers means to make an investment in an asset, which must be used in the utmost
technical safety and in accordance with the standards for reliable service to the customers, connected to
this transformer, but also keeping the economical point in the focus at the same time.
Under the modern condition of extreme cost related use of such investments it is a "MUST" to use the
invested " technical substance" as economically and completely as possible, without, on the other hand,
jeopardizing the reliability of service (which is a strong political request also) and the safety for the
collateral assets and, last not least, for human safety. This seems contra dictionary, but using the
advanced procedure, which is applied from DTC now with over 15 years experience, this target can be
achieved, using first a condition assessment, making a well based diagnose and planning the necessary
therapy. It can be proven, that a preservation of 5-15 years (over the normal end of life date) is possible, a
well planned and long term adjusted replacement strategy can be based on this and due to extension and
smoothing down of the replacement cycles of the transformers the costs for the OAE procedure will be
paid back typically in less, than one year, only calculating the reduced capital costs. Targets of this
procedure are: Smoothing down of replacement cycles in bigger (transformer) populations, synchronizing
of block life time and GSU transformers in power plants, adjusting the final life time to the planned shutting
down of plants/grid configurations etc. (example the German 220kV Grid with only about 10 years
remaining use, where the purchasing of new transformers means spoiling money).
"Substanzbewirtschaftung" is the innovative answer to De-regulation, cost reduction, Privatisation and
regulatory controls of the political entities.

The most important point is to be kept always in mind, that the ageing curve of transformers is NOT

LINEAR. DTC formulated the 60/6 rule, which means, that with less, than 60% life time strength, there are
left less, than 6 years of useful life. This rule is very roughly; nevertheless it highlights the fact of
nonlinearity and urges to react correctly on time.
Maintenance Philosophies:
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It is widely discussed, which maintenance philosophy is to be used and how the different systems must be
defined.
1. Preventive time based Maintenance
The asset (or product) will be changed on a fixed time schedule, the cycle will be normally fixed in order
that the end of life time will not be reached in service assuring, that the plant/Machine is always in full
operational condition.
Advantages (theoretical): There will never any unplanned shut down, since all components will be always
inside of the limits of wear and tear. So never any loss of reliability, service or production will occur!
Practically no unplanned outages!
Disadvantages.
- High costs, there is needed an adopted organisation to keep this system running.
- In many cases even well working assets will be scrapped, because the time has elapsed.
Example: The calculated life time of a transformer is 30 years. After 30 years all transformers will
be replaced, so there are never problems. It is a fact that many transformers work perfectly after 30
years but others may be due within 25 years.
- Due to the regular “touching” of the assets, sometimes unnecessary failures will be provoked.
Example: In a refinery, they have hundreds of bigger motors. Originally they made a time based
maintenance with exchanging bearings, dismantling of the rotor etc. The system was high costly and
provoked a lot of failures due to not correct workmanship, wrong connections adjustments etc. After
stopping this scheme, the failure rate of the motors dropped dramatically. Now they are working with a
condition based system, mainly monitoring acoustics, on site vibration and temperature measurement.
Conclusion: A time based preventive maintenance philosophy cannot be the choice, due to too high costs
an often spoiling really working parts and endangering due to the frequent touching of the system without
necessity. Finally the balance of sustainability is bad.
2. Condition based Maintenance:
The condition of the asset must be monitored in order to know the actual condition and in case a condition
shows the need for correction, it is possible to interfere on time and planned, without having an undesired
break down. This means, that normally not will be waited till a condition is really defective, since due to the
regular monitoring the worsening of the trend will be recognized and a corrective action can be
implemented before a undesirable event will take place.
Advantages: Before an asset or material becomes defective or is dangerous for the reliability the
necessary measures can be taken; only really wearied parts have to be replaced and it is enough time for
corrective measures, before the asset breaks down.
The use of the asset can be optimized, because applying corrective measures before the asset has lost its
capability for correct function, will keep it working longer and delay its complete replacement.
Disadvantage: It must be made a sufficient monitoring and there must be exist the necessary expertise to
understand the condition and make a difference between really problemous conditions or not.
Conclusion: From the point of overall costs, this system is optimized, since the maintenance can be
minimized without loss of reliability. The fact, that with intelligent and consequently applied procedures the
full asset substance can be consumed gives to such a system also the enormous advantage, that the three
factors, which normally are seen as contradictionary
Reliability , Economy, Sustainability
will come perfectly together in a harmonic way.
Maintenance on event (on failure):
Advantage (Theoretical): The maintenance costs can be minimized, since only defective parts have to be
replaced, or there must be only reacted, if something fails. This system can work in case of assets or
functional parts, which did not interfere in the reliability of the whole system or enough redundancy is
available.
Disadvantages: The corrective costs of any failures are not calculable, since failures, which have impact
on the reliability of the whole system must be often corrected with high costs at undue times.
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Sometimes collateral damages cannot be avoided and the complete costs are often much higher, than the
original cost for the damaged asset.
Since no condition is monitored, even conditions easily and with low costs to be corrected, will not verified
and finally lead to much bigger destruction.
Examples: In a power plant the synchronisation system reacted not always correct. Since this was not
monitored, this condition came not to knowledge of the maintenance crew. In an out of phase
synchronisation the GSU transformer failed and the power plant had a outage of more, than six month. It
was found a little relay with contacts welded together. Total costs above 15 Mio Us $.
In a nuclear power plant the GSU Transformer has a failure and catches fire. It seems the overaged
condition of this transformer was neglected or at least not recognized. In this case apart of a daily loss of 1
MIO € and two years outage, a extreme collateral damage on the political field occurs, since on the one
hand the nuclear energy should be promoted and such events will destroy all this efforts in public.
Conclusion: It may be acceptable to react on any failed parts in case there is no impact to the whole
system and sufficient redundancy to cope with failure without taking any immediate special action
(Example: One fan in a cooling plant may fail without jeopardizing the complete transformer). In other
cases will be lost valuable asset facilities, because conditions, which would have corrected on time with
acceptable costs will lead to the loss of the complete asset in a premature condition, which is finally an
economic loss also. The worst problem are collateral damages, which exceed the worth of such a asset in
multiple way and reach often figures, which would pay out enormous maintenance efforts.

Taking in account all the above the only acceptable way to deal with the asset transformer is a condition
based maintenance.
How to determine the condition?
The transformer consists of the following main parts:
-

Core and coil assembly
Oil filling
Tap Changer
Bushings
Tank and cooling plant

Condition of Core and coil assembly: The main information can be got by regular DGA and/or by On
line DGA controls including re-saturation curves, especially for determining of the Oxygen consume and
naturally the information from the oil testing related to cellulose, like water content and BDV. In case of
mechanical impacts, like transport or short circuit, FRA and after having indications from DGA, PD
measurements or if there are doubts FDS.
Oil filling by regular oil testing
The oil related conditions are mainly acidity and interfacial tension.
For the overall condition and evaluation of the oil cellulose system the following table gives some rough
indications:

The colours are self explaining
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In case of closed type transformers the CO2 and CO content indicate the oxygen consume
Caution! This table is not intended as a precise and always true tool for first practical understanding, it is
tentative and should give a first, but rough overall picture. In case of critical decisions a more deep
investigation is required
Tap changer:
Off circuit tap changers have the typical problem, that after long term the contact quality starts to be poor,
producing hot spots in the transformer.
On Load Tap Changers must be controlled in line with the manufacturers instructions, I case of DGA
indication contact problems in the selector must be determined by resistance measurement and/or OnLine DGA systems.
Bushings: Control of capacitance and/or tan delta gives early indication of condition of bushings of
capacitor type.
Tank and cooling plant: This is manly visual control of leakage, corrosion naturally correct function of
pumps and fans.
Further Information
Normally there is not only 1 transformer, there is typically a complete population of similar or in many
cases equal designed transformers. Using this fact more information can be gathered, especially in case of
repair or even refurbishment of one member of the group.
DP- Profiles
A very important information is the DP-profile of the winding system. For example is 300 DP, based on
Furan Analysis not always the same, it may be the average of DP= 600 and DP=0 or also a homogeny
consumed system with 300 DP over the whole winding length. Below a example of a well homogeny
Winding system is shown
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If such a profile is found there is given a lot of information about similar or even brother units. Always,
when one of such a unit of a family must be opened or refurbished, the occasion to take such a profile
should be taken.

The photos show the condition also, on one hand, that even the top zone, which is very often highly
deteriorated is in good condition, whereas the connection to the bushings shows here in the entrance in
the winding the really weakest point of the whole winding assembly.

Non technical parameters
It is today indispensable to take also non technical parameters into account. Factors, like the life time
prevision of the total plant, grid sector, etc. are also an important point of the evaluation: As example is
mentioned the German 220kV grid, which will be deleted in more or less 10 years, or a generator block,
were the life time is something of 10 years more, than the GSU transformer.
The preservation schemes:
After having the condition evaluated, the possible preservation procedures can be determined. As far a
remaining consumable technical substance (see in table above “red” can be stated, preservation is
possible.
The three pillars of transformer oil cellulose conservation:
- Water reduction
Regeneration
Gas conditioning
Using these three processes correctly yields a
clearly cost-effective procedure to ensure:
Reliability of service
Competitive costs of energy
Security
Improved Ecology, conserving resources
Finally political correctness!!!!!
It must be naturally also evaluated, as far the other
components of the transformer are sound enough in
order to invest the money in preservation of the oil
cellulose system.
The other components like tank, cooling plant, tap
changer, bushings etc. must be in a acceptable
condition. It must be always calculated to which extent
the investment makes sense. So, if a transformer has
low oil condition, i.e. above 0.1 mg KOH/kg and/or less,
than 20 Nm interfacial tension and even a certain water
content, the above three procedures are normally
economically senseful, because under this condition a
increased life time between 5-15 Years can reached due to the preservation.
In case there is for example a defective tap selector, which means, that the transformer must be opened
and repaired, it starts to come near to the economical limits. In every case, having a repaired OLTC, new
(reclaimed) oil, but remaining to have about 300 DP or less. It may be the case, that it is difficult to get a
replacement in case of special transformers, for example auxiliary or start up transformers in a power
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plant, transformers, which are mostly special designs exactly for that use, in that case such investments
are mostly justified.
So there must be an individual evaluation of every case.
Examples:
Population management
4 Transformers Example1
Datum: 17.02.2009
1 Evaluation based on Data
Example 1

Trafo
1
2
3
4
Colour Code

Cp*

Result
XXXXX XXXX
XXX XXXX
XXXXX XXXX
XXXXX XXXX
Substance
High/good
Reduced
Heavy reduced
Some existing
Too low
No data
Water in Cellulose

DP
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX

O2 CONS
XXXXX XXXX
XXXXX XXXX*
XXXXX XXXX
XXXXX XXXX
Data evaluation
good
To be observed
Measure necessary
Measure urgent
Replacement

Cp *
XXXXX
XXXX**
XXXXX
XXXXX

NZ
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX

DGA
XXX
**X
XXX
XXX

Parti
kel
Remark
XXX Selector cont?
**
Under On-line trat.
XXX
XXX

All transformers 40 years old
40 MVA 110/20kV
In
In this example we have some typical conditions. Nr1 and Nr2 are in a limit condition. Nr1 shows in the
DGA indication of a faulty selector condition. That means the transformer must be opened for repair,
second the oil has to be reclaimed. The result of all these actions will be an old transformer with highly
reduced DP value (below 300), but with practically new oil and a well refurbished OLTC. Taking all the
costs together the necessary action will not be economic. For this reason the transformer should be set on
replacement list.
In Case of Nr 2 the residual strength of the cellulose system must be evaluated so low, that any further
investment i.e. reclamation of oil will be in vane, even under such low conditions it may be dangerous, that
due to the cleaning effect of the reclamation process the mechanical behaviour of the cellulose will come to
a lethal condition.
Also this transformer should be set on the replacement list.
The transformers 3 and 4 are in highly consumed condition, but using the possible preservation schemes
(reclaiming of oil and gas conditioning) a useful life time of 10-15 years can be achieved. In these cases
the investment in preservation is always justified.
Result: Example2„
1 Condition evaluation
In this case the condition is completely different. Both of the two over 40 years old transformers (N1 and 2)
are in a complete stable and good condition. Here is mostly a gas (oxygen) conditioning recommendable.
Since the transformer have a very good and tolerant design, basically no replacement planning in the next
10 years are necessary.
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The transformer Nr 3and 4 are less, than 4 years old and show no degradation. Here is no action
necessary.

Trafo
1
2
3
4
Colour Code

Cp*

Resultat
XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXX
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Substance
High/good
Reduced
Heavy reduced
Some existing
Too low
No data
Water in Cellulose

DP
"1"XX

O2 CONS.

Cp *
XXX"3"X

xxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx
Data evaluation
good
To be observed
Measure necessary
Measure urgent
Replacement

Parti
NZ
DGA kel
Anmerkung
XXXXX
"2" XXX Preservation
XXX XXX Preser. mit 1
xxxxxx
xxxxx xxx
xxxxxx
xxxxx xxx

40 MVA 110/20kV
Nr1 and 2 35 – 40 years, very tolerant design
Nr 3 and 4 less, than 10 years old
The result of this two examples show, that a well based condition monitoring and therefore condition
evaluation is a crucial point in order to manage the complete population.

The final result, given in three scenarios.
The technical condition gives the extent of possible preservation and extension of useful life time.
The economical parameters allow to bring now the whole procedure in a context, where the financial and
the technical needs will come to a correct and optimized solution. There are three options:
-

Doing nothing –consequences- costs (normally the most costly option)
Investing in partly preservation scheme (in case of limited life time prevision of the whole plant
often the most economical solution.
Investing in complete preservation scheme means in the most cases optimizing of replacement
cycles together with acceptable and reliable security of service.

Using this complete information the technical and economical vision can be synchronized and optimize the
re-investment cycle, without loosing the performance of the electrical system, which is also a highly
political issue.
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The target of the preservation schemes are detailed above, see Pic 1
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9

Jahr

0
The three options (Scenarios) in a graphical view for a Population of 6 transformers, Scen1 means
immediately starting the procurement for 3 units.
Conclusion:
Using an adequate system of determining of the actual condition together with advanced preservation
technologies give an innovative toolbox for Optimized Asset Exploitation (Substanzbewirtschaftung),
without spoiling investment for unplanned break downs, or not completely used life time strength on one
hand, and on the other hand without loosing profit due to undue break down and sometime even worse
loosing credibility as reliable energy company.
Substanzbewirtschaftung (OAE) is a procedure, which addresses the needs of privatised and profit
oriented structures on the one hand, but not neglecting the engineering correctness. It may be described
as the high school of really condition based maintenance bringing smoothly together economy, ecology
and sustainability
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24 OAE CASE STUDY IN A TRANSFORMER POPULATION BASED ON THE DP
PROFILE
24.1 ABSTRACT
The Degree of Polymerisation (DP) value is estimated by measuring the concentration of furans dissolved
in the insulating fluid. However, using furan levels as a tool to estimate the remaining life of the transformer
paper insulation is often questioned. This paper will illustrate how paper insulation life can be prolonged in
an economically optimized way. In a larger population of like transformers, one member was dismantled in
order to be rewound since it was found to have the lowest estimated DP. A DP profile of the whole winding
system was documented. Such a profile is very important since a DP of 300 may be the average of one
location with a DP of 0 and of another location with a DP of 600. In this case, the transformer is basically at
its end of life. On the other hand, if it is found that the 300-DP value is fairly homogenous across the whole
winding system, this transformer can be kept in service for a significantly longer period of time. Based on
this information, optimal use of the remaining paper insulation life can be planned for the 14 sister units in
the same condition and of the same basic design allowing for long term planning of the whole population of
transformers.
24.2 BACKGROUND
The customer an aluminum smelter in Germany was originally founded by an US company. They followed
the classical US idea of an “ex and hopp” maintenance strategy. Later the plant was overtaken by German
owners (In the mean time a international working group has overtaken the plant) and there was started a
consequent condition survey, also for the transformers by taking regularly samples etc. Since the majority
of the rectifier transformers and one feeder were found in not acceptable condition referring BDV, water
content etc. a program was developed, partly with replacement of one feeder and 4 of the oldest 17 kA
types (commissioned 1969) and in a first step assuring acceptable data of BDV of the transformers and in
the second step starting a long term preservation program. Below is shown the connection scheme of the
three pot lines and the dates of commissioning of the units. It must be emphasized, that the remaining 4
units commissioned in 1962 are already in service and these transformer are not the weakest of the whole
population. So the first conclusion is, that there a very different designs and there is a clear tendency, that
the oldest have the strongest design. Even if these transformers have ONAF cooling, which must be
evaluated as negative for permanently high loaded transformers, since the cooling must be less
homogeny, than that of well designed pump cooling.
Therefore the assumption, that the oldest units will be automatically the first ones subject to replacement
will be wrong. At the end of this article we will come to very surprising conclusions. These conclusions
should be taken in account for discussion with suppliers in order to get really well designed transformers.
The next benefit of these evaluations must be to exploit the assets technical strength to the utmost point,
without loss of security or reliability and resulting therefore in the utmost economical benefit. How to
preserve as much as possible the assets strength was described in our previous papers, presented in
Eurotechcon 06 and 08. Please refer to these papers also.
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PIC1 connection scheme of the plant
Nevertheless finally as a long term investment exploitation it is unavoidable to plan also the re-investment
i.e. the replacement schedule. The crucial point here is also to consume really the available life time
completely without spoiling an unused rest on the one hand and not loosing reliability or even production
by occasional break down of the asset.
In 2007 was finally decided to purchase one new 40 kA unit and one 22 ka unit, replacing the k 304 and k
099. Both units were found the most consumed of all in the population. From this both types are 8x40 ka
and 9x22,5 ka units in the plant, that means in total 17 units of very similar design. It was intended to
rewind both units as spare for the plant. It was also intended to take a careful DP profile in order to
understand the remaining asset strength for the sister units. Due to the actual economical situation, it was
only possible to make this up to now from the k 304 unit.
We attach in the following the report made at that opportunity:

24.3 ASSESSMENT OF THE 40 KA TRANSFORMERS AFTER DISMANTLING IN THE
TRANSFORMER FACTORY
After dismantling of the above transformer an intensive research was made in order to use the knowledge
of the condition of this transformer for the management of the whole plant at least for the remaining 13
transformers of the similar type and age and using that results as far as possible for extrapolation for the
complete population.
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24.3.1 TECHNICAL DATA

Denomination
Fabr.
Fabr.Nr.
Type
Rated Power MVA
HV/LV [kV]
Oil weigth [to]
Date of
Commissioning

304

35.4 (2x17.7)
30/0,6
30,68
01.01.1971

Basic Design: Double storey with intermediate yoke and separate regulating unit.
A motor driven OFF Load tap changer for D/Y connection
24.3.2

DGA/OIL/FURANS HISTORY

The below presented excerpt of the DGA and Oil Test history shows the Development of this transformer
after starting regular monitoring of the data. Between the year 1998 and 2000 an fast deteriorating is
obvious evaluating all indicator values like Oxygen consume, acidity, break down voltage. Extrapolating
this trend, taking also in account the Furane content (DP~ 400) measured in year 2000 the remaining utile
life time of this transformer would have been below 5 years, without taking in account, that the BDV has
reached an not acceptable low value, a condition, where the further use of this transformer would have
been limited due to security premises. The implemented preservation scheme using a On-line By pass
system, which keeps, water, oxygen and particles (W/G/P-Treatment) at a low level improved not only the
BDV level, the normally now exponentially* increasing production of Furans, acidity and the increase of
oxygen consume, was practically stopped and the condition of 2000 practically frozen till end of 2007,
when the transformer was taken out of service. This transformer was taken out of service, to be rewound,
since he was evaluated as the worst unit of the family. (* See attachment)
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Sample Date
Sampling place
Oil temp
total gas
N2 Nitrogen
O2 Oxygen
CO2
carbondioxyd
CO
Carbonmonoxyd
H2 Hydrogen
CH4 Methan
C2 H2 Ethin
Acetylen
C2 H4 Ethan
Äthylen
C2 H6 Ethan
Äthan
C3 H6 Propen
Propylen
C3 H8 Propan
Sol Press
Code
Oil data
Water Content
color
Acidity Nr.
Break Down V.
tan Delta

GEORG DAEMISCH
M.SC.EE

20.01.1998 10.05.2000 08.02.2001 17.02.2006 11.10.2007
Top*
Top*
Top*
*Cond
Top*
plant.*
43
55
55
52
54
88212
87856
20753
14099
60949
59411
58962
14261
8003
44987
22078
20623
5676
5241
14407
5968
7630
742
812
1324
438

403

50

18

198

25
11
43

23
9
29

7
3
4

3
2
2

10
4
1

78

45

4

6

5

15

10

1

1

1

123

100

4

10

11

22
819
020000

22
799
010001

1
196
000000

1
123
000000

1
596
000000

19
1,4761
0,09
58
0,0633

27
1,4761
0,11
25
0,0669

27

10
1,4759
0,09
84
0,0669

11
1,4761
0,1
79
0,0748

Furans
Lab.-Nr.
content mg/kg
Treatment

48855
2,74

0,1
63
0,0467

52202
2,28
W/G/P
W/G/P

Table1 DGA/OIL/Furans (excerpt)
The reduction of Furans in table 2 is naturally not a sign of increasing DP-value, but of decreasing
production of this ageing indicator.
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Table 2 Development of Furanes over the years of preservation.
24.3.3

DP-PROFILE OF THE TRANSFORMER WINDING ASSEMBLY

After dismantling of the Core and coil assembly in the Transformer factory were taken samples,
representative for the whole ageing profile of the windings.
It was decided to take a profile of 12 samples of the upper storey of phase “V”, which was positioned in the
middle from the cooling stream in the outlet of the lower storey assumed as the most aged one of all.

Core

Diverter wdg.
230

290

HV wdg.

LV wdg.

180 355
240

345

230

290

U

V

W

120
50*

340

220

290

V

2/3
Wdg.h.

* This value is evaluated as wrongly measured
and / or not representative

Cut wgd. assbl.

Table 3 Distribution of measured DP-Values
In addition were measured the DP-Values of the connection leads to the HV-Bushings:
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Phase
U
V
W

DP wet with oil
500
250
470

DP dried from oil
615
395
420
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Remark
Not representative

Table 4 DP-Values connection Leads to HV -Bushings
There were 3 height levels in the winding assembly selected:
A Top of the winding, because there takes place normally the most degradation
B 2/3 height of the winding, since it was observed, that in newer designs this region shows often very early
degradation or is a location of failure often with formation corrosive sulphur products
C Bottom level, which has often the lowest degradation
Complementary information:
At a similar Type Transformer k 204 were taken in 2005 samples in the factory, after the transformer was
untanked for a repair at the tap changer were measured at samples accessible under this circumstances
DP-values between 320-360, which coincides well with the samples of the outside of the windings or the
leads to the bushings. Therefore it can assumed, that both transformers are in the same ageing condition.
As another complementary information is used the tan delta measurement at 0.1 Hz (System
Wimmershoff). The result of this measurement is a relative condition assessment of the complete
insulation system. The curves show on the one hand the improvement of the insulation system or at least
the stability of the condition between 2006 and 2007 and finally the starting point of the final curve taken
after disconnecting and storage outside. Due to the latter influence the curve as a whole is distorted but the
starting point is indicative for evaluation.
As comparison to that old type is integrated in the same graph the measurement of the new transformer
(lowest curve). The result of this measurement coincides with the results of the DP-values. This gives the
truth, that this kind of measurement delivers also a well based indicators for compare the condition of the
transformers of the same family.
Therefore it is a well based foregoing to assume the condition of the sister units as similar to the GL 304,
even, if the tan delta data were something better for the sister units, as for 304, which was the reason to
select the 304 for the replacement/rewinding) and the results of our investigation above and using the tan
delta method as an complementary investigation tool for evaluating the whole transformer population.
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After disconnecting
partly dismantled

2006
2007

New transformer

24.3.4 CONCLUSION OF THE DP PROFILE:
First of all must be clearly stated, that the design of these transformers is highly optimized and the
homogeny ageing condition shows a very well controlled and distributed cooling. The fact, that this
transformer could kept working nearly 40 years and the sister units will exceed this age, shows on
the one hand the quality of design and the advantage of a consequential preservation scheme on
the other hand.
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transformer is

Visual Aspects:
Since it was not possible to take more samples for several reasons a visual and rough
manual control was made as complimentary investigation. As result can be stated, that
the assumption can be confirmed, that both storeys are aged in a similar condition. It was
found the most critical point seemed the entrance of the HV connection in the winding,
There the paper was in a really weak condition see Pic.1. Further was observed, that the
core sheets in the middle of the yokes (Phase V) were coloured with the consequence,
that these sheets must be treated before reused Pic. 2
24.3.5 PICTURES

Pic. 1 HV Leads
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Pic. 2 coloured Core sheets

Pic. 3 HV Winding
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The HV- winding shows also no zones of partial overheating, The black colour can be
removed and is not the entire colour of the paper. In contradiction to the most
transformers of such a age, the condition of the paper is uniform over the whole length.

Pic. 4 LV winding
Also the homogeny colour over
the whole length showing no
special zones of overheating,
even the leads are in acceptable
conditions, no blackened zones.

Pic.5
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Even the top zone, were typically high
degradation can be observed seem to
be in an acceptable condition. It must
be emphasized, that such a homogeny
ageing condition is very rare to be
found on transformers of such age and
continuous long term service under
80- 100% load!

Pic. 6 shows the homogeny color and
condition over both storey‟s oft the
transformer

1. Result and consequences for the identical transformers
Maintaining the actual preservation strategy the remaining transformers of the identical
design will be kept on the actual DP profile, which can be assumed as similar to the
investigated unit. Nevertheless it is possible, that at certain critical points, see Pic.1 may
happen an insulation break down.
2. Consequences for the whole transformer population
The already started strategy to rewind the old transformers and to have at least two units
of every type as spare can be seen as an optimized procedure. In case of spontaneous
failure of a unit, remains time enough to repair the failed unit in order to have the
necessary back up of spare units ready to be installed in short term.
In order to minimize the risk the already working procedure must be kept on, based on
extended ON-Line Gas monitoring of the oldest and most critical units (201-204) (301303) and the other 20-30 years old 17 kA and 22,2 kA units kept also under close
monitoring and keeping the preservation scheme with the By pass plants and
regeneration, where a acidity Nr of 0.1 mg KOH/g is reached. The data of the 22,2 kA
units are very similar to the 40 kA units even, if they are 10 to 20 years younger: We wait
for the same process as for 304 for the old 99 unit in order to get similar well proven
data, even if all known indicators show a similar ageing status as the 40 kA units.
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It is obvious, that the basic design was changed and the ageing stability is reduced in
comparison to the 10 years older transformers.
24.4 THE NEWEST UNITS

Referring the premature ageing problem with the youngest 17kA units, we made a
separate report, which shows the very fast ageing behaviour of this design. The high
temperature difference between top and bottom at these units the high production of CO,
CO2, H2C4 and H2C6, reaching of acidity Nr 0.11 after 8 years in service and the
experience with other newer transformer designs supports the assumption, that these
units will have not such a uniform DP profile as the older ones. In addition must be
stated, that these units do not react in the same positive way to the preservation
schemes i.e. reduction of O2, water, etc. as the older ones. Since that is not a singular
case, it must be stated; that such behaviour is typical for modern designed transformers,
sometimes with very intolerable consequences, early break down after some years in
service, frequently in combination with corrosive sulphur problems.
24.4.1 CONCLUSION FOR THE WHOLE POPULATION

It appears not quite logical, but it seems true that the ageing behaviour of all the three
generations converges to the same point that means that latest 2020 all transformers
must be renewed / refurbished.
2.1 The generations:
a. The 40 kA and 22.2 kA types commissioned between 1969 and 1971
b. The old 17 kA type commissioned between 1962 and 1981
c. The new 17 kA type commissioned between 1999-2002

24.4.2 OVERALL CONCLUSION

The population management scheme started in 1999 and its improvements in the
following years resulted in a highly reliable service and no hazardous situation even
working with units nearly 40 years old. A well organized mixture of improved monitoring
of data combined with effective measures to cope with the ageing curves* allows keeping
the plant running with a minimum at replacement investments. Under the actual scheme
even the risk of a spontaneous break down of a unit may be acceptable.

Even the oldest units can be kept in service for the next 5 years at least. A long
term, planning (10-15 years) to reinvest seems on the other hand unavoidable with
the target to renew the population mainly by rewinding of the old units. This is not
mainly based on the aspect of short term cost saving, even if this may be a
convenient side effect, the main target is to keep the old and sound design alive.
From the aspect of transformer behaviour, as a key asset of the aluminium
electrolysis, we must state, that going on with that scheme will be the most
technical and commercial optimized way
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24.5 FINAL COMMENTS

To evaluate the ageing condition of transformers the furan based DP calculation is often
used. The experience shows, that even transformers with obvious sufficient DP show
unexpected break down of insulation, on the other hand transformers with very low DP
are working long term in stable condition. Naturally is the calculated DP a average value,
so even with a high average, some zones with no DP i.e. mechanical strength of the
insulation may be possible. One of the most important factors is an adequate and well
homogeny working internal cooling with correct (not to high) flow rates of the cooling
media. The experience with newer transformer show clearly, that these points are
obviously not observed in many cases, unacceptable fast ageing is the lesser
consequence, the problem with corrosive sulphur the most problematic one. It seems
clear, that the transformer user and the manufacturers have to come together and clarify
the situation by understanding what is a acceptable design, how it must be checked and
controlled, naturally in which extent the users are ready to pay for really acceptable
design and leaving kept out the “cheapymania” Independent experts are ready to help
and mediate this process. The bad experience with unacceptable failure rates of newer
transformer calls now urgently for action.

Typical ageing curve of Power transformers
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Using the adequate procedures a preservation of the life time strength is possible in a
range of 5-15 years.
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25 CORROSIVE SULPHUR ACTUAL STATE OF KNOWLEDGE

Introduction
The problem

A conductive layer of Copper sulphide is formed alongside the paper starting from the
copper surface, along the paper layers till finally from both sides the conductive Cu S
2

provokes an inter winding short circuit
A final conclusion about this matter cannot made at that time!
The only thing we can do in this moment is collecting the facts and the (sometimes)
different statements of the related parties

-

Oil Industry

-

Transformer manufacturer

-

Other Specialists and Investigators

-

Customers
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Statement of the Transformer Manufacturers:
It is only an oil problem
Statement of the Oil Industry:
Our oil do not contain corrosive Sulphur

Information we have:
-

It seems correct, new oil does not contain sulphur

-

If we take a sample of a transformer we have not new oil, because from the
first moment a chemical process is started in the transformer, therefore we
have always used oil.

-

The formation of CU2S is a highly complex process, which is up to now not
clearly understood. It is not soluble in Oil

Other Investigations:
(Microlab Northwest Russ Crutcher, Ken Warner)
-

The source of the sulphur is the paper.

-

The first problem is the increased solubility

-

Oil solutes copper

-

Other organic and inorganic materials (paint, glue, etc.) contribute to the process.
The electric field plays a role.

-

Copper corrosion starts the process.
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Field experience:
- The problem is always related to high temperatures
-

In open transformers with extreme Oxygen consumption it can happen also.

-

The final failure is normally in zones, where cooling is reduced (leads, not
correctly cooled winding zones).

Conclusions:
-

Production of CU2S is mainly a secondary effect of inadequate cooling
design.

-

The mix of “new” materials in contact with oil like paints, coatings etc.
inside of tanks and radiators contributes.

-

The process needs apart of certain chemical conditions a certain “trigger
temperature” above 130°C In modern transformers with not adequate
internal cooling such temperatures are possible.

The “improved” solution capability of the modern hydrotreated oils highlights this
problem.
Solutions:
Transformers already in use
-

control the oil conditions, test of corrosivity (IEC test)

-

Checking for Oxygen consumption (open type transformers)

-

Check for high temperatures (DGA C2…, C3….) (sealed type transformers)

-

Use of passivators

-

Have hope

Solutions:
New transformer and specification
-

Control the internal/external cooling design.

-

Specifying, where possible, coated (enamelled) copper wire.

-

Improved heat run with temperature probes distributed over the winding
block.

-

For transformers in hot areas specify a 55K Temp rise

-

Don‟t accept the cheapest solution, it may very costly.
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26 CASE STUDIES EXCERPTS AND SUMMARIES
26.1 GENERATOR TRANSFORMER 850MVA

Replacement costs, conservatively calculated: 6 Million Euros
Substance:
< 50%
Remaining operating time with intervention: < 5 years
Total costs including downtimes, planning, etc. > 7 Million Euros
Annual capital expenditures (5% interest)
350,000 Euros
Preservation measures:
Regeneration, water/gas conditioning,
On-line gas monitoring, no downtimes
< 300,000 Euros
Remaining operating time: 10 years (conservatively calculated –
5 x 350,000 Euros
3.5 million Euros
The result:
3.2 million Euros
NB: All data stated herein were calculated very conservatively. The cost advantages
achievable in reality are actually much higher!

City grid transformers
Auftrag Nr.
Population management
4 Transformers Example1
Datum: 17.02.2009
1 Evaluation based on Data
Example 1
Trafo
1
2
3
4
Colour Code

Cp*

Result
DP
O2 CONS
Cp *
NZ
DGA
XXXXX XXX XXXXX XXXXX XXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXX
XXXX*
XXX XXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXXX* *
XXXXX **X
XXXXX XXX XXXXX XXXXX XXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXX
XXXXX XXX XXXXX XXXXX XXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXX
Substance
Data evaluation
High/good
good
Reduced
To be observed
Measure
Heavy reduced
necessary
Some existing
Measure urgent
Too low
Replacement
keine Angabe
Water in
Cellulose

Partikel Remark
XXX Selector cont?
**
XXX
XXX

Under On-line trat.
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All transformer 40 years old
40 MVA 110/20kV
Measures: On Line treatment, regnerations
Result: Example2„
1 Condition evaluation
Trafo

Resultat

DP

O2 CONS.

Cp * NZ DGA
XXX" XX
1
XXXXXXXXXX "1"XX
3"X XX
"2"
2
XXXXX
XXX
3
XXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxx
4
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxx
Farbkennung Substance
Data evaluation
High/good
good
Reduced
To be observed
Measure
Heavy reduced
necessary
Some existing
Measure urgent
Too low
Replacement
keine Angabe
Cp*
Water in Cellulose

Partikel Anmerkung
XXX
XXX
xxx
xxx

Preservation
Preser. mit 1

40 MVA 110/20kV
Nr1 and 2 35 – 40 years, very tolerant design
Nr 3 and 4 less, than 10 years
Measures: The older two transformers part time On-line treatment

Evaluation 18 Distribution Transformers

Life time condition

1. DATA COLLECTION
Datum 26-28.12.2008
Client city grid
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PLace

Kennung

1
2

Trafo2
Trafo2

3

Exeishalle

4

Trafo1

5

EVU Nr.

Sample
Nr.

Cw Temp CONS/
ppm °C
Herm.

Be
m.

26.1.1.1 R
E
M
A
R
K
S

H 6819959 100
WBB 19904 106

9
5

18/8
22/9

Herm
CONS

Oil dark
Oil good

K238349 108

2

10/3

Herm

Oil good

90000037

K2 66530 102

12

23/12

Herm.

Trafo1

90000081

K2 12402 110

11

20/11

CONS

6

Trafo1

90000092 WBB 18 016 103

5

21/13

CONS

7

Trafo1

10035

16816 105

9

17/10

CONS

8

Trafo2

10036

15448 104

5

2

CONS

9

Trafo1

90000093

WBB 18024 060

6

22/14

CONS

10

Trafo1

90000098

423 862 109

12,5 20/11

Herm.

11

Trafo2

90000099

423 872 059

11

22/11

Herm.

12

Trafo1

90000104 WBB 17 991 111

9

22/8

CONS

13

Trafo1

90000008

598 799 101

10

18/10

CONS

14
15

Trafo2
Trafo1
E-Spule
SSA

90000164

T 293 079 113
WBB19922 112

7
9

22/10
22/10

CONS
CONS

01119

S 202268 097

<5

10

CONS

Oil ok

K 240381 098

<5

10

CONS

Oil ok

<5

18/6

CONS

Oil good

16
17

01120

18

Trafo1
Description
Cw
Cp

90000024
90000086

Fert. Nr.

GEORG DAEMISCH
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UW
Bietigheim

6006182104

99

CP
Oil dark
!
CP
Oil dark
!
Oil dark
CP
!
Not in
??
Serv..
Oil good
CP
!
CP
!
Oil mittel
CP
Oil dark
!
Oil dark
Oil dark

Water in oil
Water in solid insulation
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TABLE 2 RESULTS

Einbauort

Kennung Ergebnis

1
2

Trafo2
Trafo2

3

Ex
Eishalle.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Trafo1
Trafo1
Trafo1
Trafo1
Trafo2
Trafo1
Trafo1
Trafo2
Trafo1
Trafo1
Trafo2
Trafo1
E-Spule
SSA
01120 Stp
Bildner
Trafo1

xx xxx

CONS/
Bem.
Herm.
xxx xxx Herm
Fairly aged
CONS

DP DGA. CP
xx xx

OIL

Herm
xx xxx
xx xx

xx
xx

xx xxx

xx xx

xx xx
xx xx

xx

xx xxx

xx

xxx xxx Herm.
xxx xx CONS
CONS
xxx CONS
xx xxx CONS
CONS
xxx xxx Herm.
xxx
Herm.
CONS
xxx xxx CONS
CONS
CONS

Visible loaded
Fairly aged

N. i B.
Ageing starts

Fairly aged

CONS

Not in Service**

CONS

Not in Service*

CONS

Meaasures
Drying Oil Cha
keine
Keine, ohne
Einschränkung
einsetzbar
Drying Oil Cha
Drying
Keine
Drying
Drying Oil Cha
Keine
Drying Oil Cha
Drying
keine
Drying Oil Cha
None
None
If in service
new sample
If in service
new sample
Keine

Description:
Colour code:
No colour
1. Yellow:
2. Red:

=No measures necessary
= One value too high Measure recommended
= Two values too high Measure necessary
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Example of the 60/6 Rule
Date of test N2
ppm
(V/V)
22.11.1991
04.01.1993
05.09.1996
29.03.1998
15.02.2000
04.07.2003
29.03.2004
14.11.2007
10.12.2007
10.12.2007
17.01.2008
17.01.2008
22.01.2008
22.01.2008
07.04.2008
09.05.2008
14.07.2008
18.09.2008
18.11.2008
12.12.2008
26.01.2009

ppm
(V/V)

CO2
ppm
(V/V)

64000
66400
64236
58200
56538
63422
55389
68173

22500
26300
21667
21000
18258
18404
18530
13793

9280
5860
4015
7150
4552
6301
7688
6843

235
271
340
352
354
417
505
660

44062

14135

165

14

63272
58358
17014
55066
32915
23662
16468

O2

23129
21481
8619
20742
14594
11737
10008

1133
914
1151
1064
743
1066
737

CO
ppm
(V/V)

26
10
16
13
10
11
10

H2O

Acidity
mg
mg/kg KOH/g

BDV Grfl.
2 - FAL
10
kV 3N/m mg/kg

19

0,109

65,3

15

0,13

79

17
21
26
7
6
8,1
10,8
10
10
11
12
8
8
6

0,16
0,16
0,17
0,01
0,01
0,07
0,16
0,01
0,01
0,02
0,03
0,03
0,041
0,02

48
32
34
79
84
72
71
68
83
89
91
77
75
74

15

5,63
8,57
8,52

< 0,05
40,2
16,9
0,58
0,67
1,01
1,06
1,49
1,09
1,19

Typical degradation of a power transformer
1996 First warning =water + Acidity
2000 first sign = O2 low
2007 All Indicators show = DEAD
Proof of the 60/6 Rule
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26.2 TPM- EXAMPLES

Aluminium smelter
- Start of procedure:
- No. of transformers:
- Size of transformers
- Age
- Overall condition:
- Task

1999
34
20-150 MVA
6-35 years
see Figure 7
Recovery and maintenance of acceptable data followed by long
term conservation, avoiding replacement even of the oldest units.

History:

1999 starting with 10 combined gas conditioners and on-line dryer (ratio 1/3).
2001 all transformers have reached acceptable BDV and water content data.
2002 start of long-term conservation management.
2004/5 improvement of the conservation system at a ratio of ½ and upgrading of some
younger transformers to closed design.
2006 scheduling of regeneration for transformers with an acidity content above 0.1 and
scheduling of an increased number of conservation systems. It is obvious from the oil
tests and from a paper sample test that the depolimerization situation could have been
kept at a highly
stable level. The transformers not in acceptable situation in 1999 can
be run at a highly satisfactory level of BDV and other key data. The evaluation of the data
shows that apart from one or two transformers, the major part of the transformers can be
kept in service for the next 5-6 years without restrictions.
In other words, a total re-investment of about 15 million Euros was postponed for more
than 7 years for the time being, with an investment for conservation measures of less
than 1 million Euros. Assuming an internal interest rate of 5%, 750 000€/year, the
complete procedure was “in the pink” after less than 1.5 years, and this is for the capital
costs saved only! Even if only the mid-term vision of plant life can be realized at that
point, it will be possible to maintain an acceptable reinvestment cycle of one or two units
per year.
Remark
In this case it is difficult to evaluate the long-term vision of that plant‟s life. On the one
hand, location together with the biggest roller plant in Europe and the excellent quality
produced provide valid arguments for keeping the plant running. On the other hand,
incalculable energy costs may force a shut down for that reason. The issue will keep
coming up for decision at a 2-year cycle.
26.3 TPM- EXAMPLES FINANCIAL EFFECT

The conclusion is that investments must be kept to the lowest level possible, while the
assets must be kept in a serviceable condition without technical or legal restrictions in
order to avoid the risk of shutdown for technical reasons, even if management decides to
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keep on going. Consistent conservational management is the most cost effective way to
solve that task.

The initial condition is shown before. The result is that one transformer has to be
replaced as no life strength is left. For the two first transformers, which have low life
strength, reliable service had to be ensured up to 2009, after which the units would have
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had to be shut down due to the boiler license running out. The first schedule was based
on a shutdown of this unit in 2005.
The solution was for conservation of the units, with in the sequence as shown in the next
pages:
26.4 TPM- EXAMPLES INDUSTRIAL POWER PLANT

First conservation plan
The schedule now requires adoption since the transformers MTR1 and MTR2 will be
kept in service till 2009.
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26.5 TPM- EXAMPLES COMBINED HEATING AND GENERATING PLANT

The whole plant is 30 years old and a shutdown was planned. In the meantime it was
decided to keep the two blocks in service for at least ten more years.
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26.6 TPM- EXAMPLES CONCLUSION

condition-based maintenance is possible only if there is reliable knowledge of the
condition
the maintenance targets must be defined prior to deciding about any measures
there is an established procedure showing how best to adjust Investment capital to
meet the required targets

TPM PROCEDURE IS ALWAYS A LONG TERM PROCESS.
SPENDING MONEY IS NOT SPOILING MONEY!
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27 FIT AT FIFTY
LIFESPAN EXTENSION OF PST TRANSFORMERS 10+ FEASIBILITY STUDY/RISK ASSESSMENT

The transformer as key asset
Generator transformers, in combination with the turbine and generator, are an
indispensable key asset to power plant operation, without which there would be no power
supply to the power grid. They are typically designed and manufactured specifically for
every single block. Even the start-up and auxiliary transformers are usually customized
for a specific power plant and therefore difficult to replace in the event of a failure.
Block/transformer lifetime
Since a transformer„s “natural“ lifespan is usually shorter than a block„s lifespan, it is both
sensible and necessary to synchronize block lifespan with transformer lifespan through
preservative measures. It is usually not economically feasible to procure a new
transformer for just another e.g. 10 years of remaining running time, considering that a
typical generator transformer‟s lifespan is approx. 20-25 years and that more than half of
the newly procured substance will be lost if the transformer cannot be used for other
purposes after block decommissioning.
Substance preservation/asset maintenance
The term “lifespan“ being so very relative, we prefer to use the term “substance“. It is
therefore possible for a specific substance (in the case of old transformers, the remaining
substance) to be defined, consumed, or even preserved if necessary, in line with the
prevalent conditions. Since transformers, apart from their replaceable accessories such
as e.g. bushings, cooling systems, etc., do not support the replacement of the cellulosebased insulation system without incurring extremely high expenses (~ 80% of a new
transformer), it is very important to initiate preservative strategies and methods as early
on as possible to achieve the desired utilization goals. Since only a transformer‟s
remaining substance can be preserved, timely substance assessment is of the essence.
Substance consumption is exponential, making the time window for preservative action
very short: once approx. 60% of the substance has remained, a transformer‟s remaining
life will be only approx. 6 years. The intelligent use of preservative measures, however,
makes is possible to extend a transformer‟s lifetime by 5-15 years.
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Preservative actions
-

Regeneration

= Removal of acid and ageing products

-

Use of TransCond = Deoxygenation

-

Use of TransCond = Denitrogenation

-

Use of TransCond = Dehydration

-

Use of TransCond = Particle filtration

Result
Substance preservation through removal or reduction of the ageing accelerators.
Depending on its remaining substance and operating conditions, it is possible to extend a
transformer„s lifespan by 5-15 years.
27.1 BACKGROUND:

In 2006 DTC/Didee was awarded the contract for developing and implementing
preservative measures for the existing transformer population in the CHP necessary to
safely achieve the shutdown date then scheduled for 2012.
The following measures then considered necessary were implemented:
• Regeneration of the oil in both the HSE transformers and the Start up and station
supply (auxiliary) transformers
• Use of a TransCond from 2007, primarily for GSU1 whose substance is the least
favourable, relatively speaking.
Mid-2008
Saw another lifetime assessment of the transformers deemed as key assets. The
available database included an examination and measurements by the operator, as well
as the results from the sampling and the results of the on-line gas monitoring using an
ON-Line Gas Monitoring system.
Naturally, the knowledge gained in the meantime about the transformers specific
operating conditions was also included as an indispensable part of the assessment. To
determine the emerging lifespan extension trend, in combination with the latest data, a
second TransCond was used in Late 2008
To meet the requirements demanded by the new 20+ lifespan situation
two (2) additional TransConds were ordered in late 2010,
As originally recommended by us back in 2006, to ensure the presence of adequate
preserved substance at the end of the lifespan then scheduled. A long-term treatment
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plan (Health Care Plan) involving the use of equipment and other measures was then
developed based on these prevalent conditions and the systems available.
Reaching the 20+ lifespan target is possible in the absence of additional negative
outside influence
Risk assessment and risk minimization
- Transformers are generally prone to three typical failure risks:
A- Inadequate design or faulty production
B- Failure caused by external influences such as short-circuit or lightning stroke
C- Age-related breakdown of the insulation or other subassemblies such as e.g.
OFCTC/OLTC´s, bushings, cooling systems, etc.
Risk scenario A can be ruled out for the case at hand (albeit not for scenario 3) and will
not be considered further for scenarios 1 and 2.
Risk scenario B is an unforeseeable event which can occur independently of a
transformer„s age. It must therefore be considered, and responded to with an appropriate
fallback solution.
For risk scenario C, several measures have already been initiated, which, if applied
consistently, will safely minimize any risks. The following pages present
recommendations on how to minimize these risks for the various different transformer
types and/or how to effectively respond to risks that have not yet been eliminated.
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Comment 1
Assessment of the remaining transformer life was based on the load curves experienced
so far. Higher or lower loads may lead to wholly different results. These data were given
for a scenario without any further preservation measures.
Comment 2
Assessment of Acitity must precede regeneration. The absence of more recent data
makes it impossible to give any assessment of the potential course after regeneration.
27.2 GSU1

2010: The current data, in combination with the resaturation measurement using Gatron
TGM, continue to show a very high oxygen consumption rate (see CO2) which is
covered up by the good exchange factor in the O2 content. Furane resaturation to 0.35
mg after regeneration also indicates a very rapid ageing rate.
The transformer should be operated only with simultaneous gas conditioning to
curb the oxygen ageing process.

27.3 GSU2

2010: The current data indicate a better condition than for the GSU1. Although the finding
of Acetylene in 2008 was explained by a leak in the diverter switch oil compartment, a
certain partial discharge activity remains visible. The diverter switch oil compartment
should be inspected for leak tightness at the earliest opportunity. The transformer should
be kept under permanent monitoring by doubly connected TGM with GSU1, as planned
The transformer should be operated only with simultaneous gas conditioning to
curb the oxygen ageing process.
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27.4 AUXILIARY (STATION SUPPLY) TRANSFORMER 1

Update 2010: A relatively high Acetylene content remains even after repair of the tap
selector. This is explained by a leaky diverter switch oil compartment (has been verified
in the meantime). The H2 content is equally elevated! Semi-permanent online gas
monitoring using the TGM is recommended.
The transformer should be operated only with simultaneous gas conditioning to
curb the oxygen ageing process and to keep the dielectric in optimum condition.
27.5 AUXILIARY (START UP) TRANSFORMER 2

Update 2010: From 2008, an excessive Acetylene content is noted. This is explained by
a leaky diverter switch oil compartment( has been verified in the meantime). The H2
content is equally elevated! The more favourable data obtained for 2010 are the direct
result of the use of TransCond and hence indicative of not entirely resaturated
conditions. Gas production remains identical to that of 2009! Semi-permanent online gas
monitoring using the TGM is recommended.
27.6 AUXILIARY (START UP) TRANSFORMER 2

The transformer should be operated only with simultaneous gas conditioning to curb the
oxygen ageing process and to keep the dielectric in optimum condition. Since the
transformer is completely inaccessible due to its installation situation and hence does not
allow in-house repair, a special fallback scenario must be developed for this transformer.
See summary.
27.7 AUXILIARY (START UP) TRANSFORMER 4

The transformer should be operated only with simultaneous gas conditioning to curb the
oxygen ageing process and to keep the dielectric in optimum condition.
27.8 AUXILIARY (STATION SUPPLY) TRANSFORMER 5 :

Update 2010: At least by 2008, an excessive Acetylene content is noted. This is
explained by a leaky diverter switch oil compartment and must be checked not later than
the next diverter switch inspection. The H2 content is equally elevated! Semi-permanent
online gas monitoring using the TGM is recommended.
The transformer should be operated only with simultaneous gas conditioning to
curb the oxygen ageing process and to keep the dielectric in optimum condition.
27.9 10 AUXILIARY TRANSFORMERS

The data available for these transformers are incomplete. Nearly all of them exhibit
conspicuous water contents, although this issue cannot be conclusively assessed due to
the temperature of the oil during sampling. Re-measuring of the water content via relative
humidity is recommended. An oil change should be considered for an NZ value over 0.1
and an interfacial tension under 20 since the regeneration of these transformers is not
economically feasible due to their small oil content. Due to their low capacity utilization,
the remaining life of these transformers is longer than 5 years anyway even without
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special measures being taken. Only transformers which have been custom-designed for
a specific operation and are therefore difficult to procure, i.e. transformers with a key
function which will cause an entire power station to shut down if they fail, require special
measures. Also refer to the chart in the following.
27.10 GSU OLD

Update 2010: This transformer is in borderline condition. This transformer could be used
for a limited time under controlled conditions as a final fallback measure in case both
generator transformers fail or if the spare GSU is unavailable for other reasons.
27.11 AUXILIARY 4 OLD:

For this transformer, scrapping is the only technically and economically feasible
solution of choice
27.12 GSU SPARE:

The remaining substance (i.e. remaining lifespan) of this transformer from a peak-load
gas-fired power station is still nearly in “mint condition“ in spite of the transformer‟s age,
which is why this transformer is recommended as replacement for the GSU1. That way,
the GSU 1 can be retained in stock as a fallback. It should be noted, however, that the
available data are not entirely robust since the majority of the samples were taken from a
cold transformer, i.e. collected while the transformer was out of operation, and are
therefore of limited informative value.
As shown in the overview the, the transformer„s estimated remaining substance
allows a remaining life/remaining running time of considerably more than 10 years
.
Bushings:
Since the measurement of the bushings showed capacitance deviations, their integrity is
rather dubious. bushing damages are highly dangerous since a breakdown of the
insulation at or in the proximity of a bushing will cause feeding of the light arc at fullcapacity grid power. This typically causes a rupture of the transformer tank and hence a
fire.
If re-measurements do not eliminate all doubts about the bushings„ condition, they
should definitely be replaced before commissioning of the transformer.
General note:
The aforegoing applies to all capacitor bushings. All bushings in operation should be
checked for capacitance and tan δ. Be sure to replace them if any deviations are noted!
Conclusion:
All transformers currently in operation have a remaining life/remaining running time of
approximately 5 years (if no further preservative measures are taken), with the exception
of “GSU1 old“ whose remaining substance is lowest of all the transformers assessed. All
transformers still have a preservable remaining substance (remaining life), “GSU1 old“
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included. Generally, the entire population„s remaining substance (remaining life) is
relatively homogeneous. One basic preservative measure has already been
implemented by regenerating the 4 ea. Start up/station supply transformers.
Consistent preservation will prolong the remaining life/remaining running time of
all transformers considerably beyond the 5-year mark!
Update 2010:
With two additional TransConds and hence a total of four (4) units available by the end of
2010, it will be possible to preserve the generator transformers on a permanent basis
and the station supply and third-party grid transformers on an alternating schedule.
27.13 AUXILIARY TRANSFORMERS

The following page contains a chart of all auxiliary transformers which are conspicuous.
An oil change is generally recommended in call cases where Acidity exceeds 0.1 and/or
where sludge has accrued. For oil volumes/transformer sizes around or under 1000 kg,
regeneration is not an economically feasible solution. The refill of additional transformers
with Midel might be considered.

The foregoing chart contains a compilation of all conspicuous auxiliary transformers. The
data are not entirely conclusive and require verification. Notably the water content and
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breakdown voltage do not always correlate logically. To obtain clear guidelines for the
most suitable treatments, it is necessary to check the water contents with the aid of an
RH system, especially since the moisture content development over the years (not
shown) is not logical, e.g. moisture decrease.
27.14 SCENARIOS

No procurement of new transformers, unavailability of GSU Spare as replacement.
Permanent deployment of the existing four (4) TransConds for GSU1 old and GSU2.
Deployment of the others as directed by the results of the analysis, both for the supply
and third-party grid transformers in accordance with a deployment schedule and on a
case-by-case basis as support of the other transformers.
Strict analytical monitoring is essential in this case to recognize equipment
crashes early and ensure immediate intervention and limitation of collateral
damage.
Results of the foregoing scenario
The maximum decommissioning time currently scheduled for 2020 will most likely be
achieved, although one of the transformers from the third-party grid and station supply
sector might fail beforehand.
Especially “GSU1 old“ will get very close to the reliability limit or even exceed it.
Potential premature failure must be taken into account.
This scenario is exposed to the risk of an extensive or even total breakdown of the entire
plant as it does not provide a fallback level for the key assets. If one of the third-party grid
transformers fails, the entire plant will be dependent on an equally not fully reliant second
transformer. If that one fails as well, plant operation will be at a standstill.
If one generator transformers fails, 50% of the potential electrical power cannot be sold.
Besides, the plant was most likely not designed for pure permanent heating without
power generation.
The above scenarios may occur at any time, independently of a transformer„s
ageing condition. E.g. as a result of short-circuit or lightning stroke!
Reliable operation is no longer ensured, and the scenario is unacceptable from a
risk assessment point of view.
27.15 FURTHER INVESTMENTS ARE MADE TO PRESERVE THE TRANSFORMERS„ SUBSTANCE
AND PROCURE NEW TRANSFORMERS. PROCUREMENT OF A TOTAL OF 8 TRANSCOND
AND AVAILABILITY OF GSU SPARE.

Replacement of GSU1 old with GSU Spare as soon as possible. Since GSU1 old, if
replaced over the next 2-3 years, will definitely retain adequate useful remaining
substance to remain in working condition and can serve as reserve for GSU 2.
This ensures the availability of a fallback for the generator transformers.
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Procurement of a new spare for every type of Start transformer and station supply
transformer. Preparation of a line to Start transformer 1 to allow supply by an external
transformer.
Result of the foregoing scenario:
The currently possible decommissioning time 2020 will be reliably achieved even in
case of premature failure of one of the transformers.
Availability of a fallback in any case. The cumulated remaining life/remaining running
time of the old generator transformers GSU1 old and GSU2 should definitely be
adequate. The current analytical monitoring should by all means retained to prevent
collateral damage in case of a potential spontaneous transformer failure.
27.16 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
Scenario 1:

Continued operation of the current assets until the decommissioning date currently
scheduled in approx. 10 years' time is definitely possible. Considering the ensuing
postponement of the investment in replacements, which is conservatively estimated at
approx. 7 million Euros for the five transformers in question, plus 5% internal interest on
the capital used, a capital cost benefit of 350.000 Euros per year can be realized.
Closing balance for scenario 1 (in Euros)
Costs:
1. TransCond + DTC
2. Increased transformer repair costs
Subtotal:
Interest

-272 400 €
-150 000 €
-422 400 €
+350 000 €

Results for the first year of continued transformer use -72 400 €
For the second year
For the third year
i.e. for seven (7) years of use

277 600 €
350 000 €
2 127 700 €
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Summary of Scenario 1:
The cost benefits are offset by the entirely incalculable costs incurred in the event of a
failure of one of the key assets.
Since this scenario does not provide a fallback, neither heat nor power supply will
be ensured!

Scenario 2
Results for the first year of continued transformer use (in Euros)
-172 400 €
For the second year
For the third year
For the fourth year
For the sixth year
After the sixth year

- 872 400 €
- 572 400 €
- 272 400 €
±0
+ 300 000 €

I.e. for seven years of use
For 10 yearsof use

+ 600 000 €
+ 1 500 000 €

This solution is both technically and commercially perfect:

The technical operational goal can be expected to be achieved.
The cumulated lifespans of the generator transformers, in combination with the secure
fallback level for all key assets, ensure a reliable heat and energy supply until at least
2020.

This solution will be commercially neutral as of its 5th additional year and will yield capital
cost savings of 300k Euros per year after that point.

Closing balance for Scenario 3 (in Euros)
Costs:
1. 3 ea. TransCond + DTC
2. New transformer – 3 500 000 interest
Interest on non-replaced transformers

-268 800 €
-175 000 €
+175 000 €

Result for the first year

- 86 800 €

Second year:
For every additional year
I.e. for 10 years of use

- 22 700 €
- 22 700 €
- 227 000 €
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After plant decommissioning the newly procured transformers will have a remaining
life/remaining running time of approx. 10 years.
This makes the aforegoing scenario virtually cost-neutral, provided the remaining life of
the newly procured transformers is for other purposes within the corporation. In that case
the scenario can been deemed as profitable and economically feasible. Otherwise the
newly procured transformers„ residual value will have to be depreciated, which would
considerably tilt the balance of this scenario.
NB: However, the above will expose the procurer to the typical risks of potentially
inadequate design and faulty production when procuring new transformers.
Under present-day conditions, these risks can no longer be classified as negligible!

Summary:
It is by all means possible to achieve the goal of extending the lifespan of a transformer
population by approx. 10 years. Upon assessment of the three possible variants:
Variant 1,
which does not involve the introduction of new substance, is not recommended as it
may increase the risk of a spontaneous complete failure of the plant, including heat
supply.
Variant 2
will optimize the remaining life/remaining running time of the old population without
putting the heat supply or energy supply at increased risk as it generally contains
a fallback level. Intensified analytical monitoring will reduce this risk to a level
commensurate with that of an entirely new population.
Short-term loss of 50% of the electricity supply may occur when it becomes
necessary to replace GSU2 with the current GSU1 old.
Variant 3:
In this case, the generator transformers are either new or high-quality (GSU Spare), as
are 50% of the third-party grid and station supply transformers.
There is no atypical risk of heat supply failure; moreover, the risk of electricity
supply failure is reduced to the normal operational risk of a new plant.
If suitably designed (pool transformer), it will be possible to continue using all of the
newly procured substance when the plant is decommissioned.
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27.17 FINAL CONCLUSION

1. Adapting the remaining life/remaining running time to the extended block lifespan
of the transformers is both technically and economically feasible without incurring
any risks beyond the usual operational risks.
2. After weighing-up of all the facts, Variant 2, i.e. investment of 1 million Euros for
two (2) new transformers, would appear to be the optimum solution both from a
technical and economical point of view. The operating risk is only marginally or not
at all higher compared to Variant 3 and can be reduced to a reasonable minimum
through intensified monitoring.
3. Variant 3 involving 4 new transformers, i.e. investment of 3.5 million Euros, will be
economically feasible only if at least the generator transformer can be put to
continued use.
4. Variant 1 is not recommended due to the inherent increased technical and
commercial risks.
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